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Abstract 

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is an ambitious multi-billion rands project to build 

the worlds's largest and most sensitive radio astronomy telescope. The telescope will have 

a collection area of 1 million square metres and will be able to look at a larger portion of 

the sky than current telescopes. The sensitivity of this telescope is of such a nature that 

isolation of this instrument from the negative effects of man-made noise is paramount. As 

such a campaign to measure the levels of electromagnetic radiation at the prospective sites 

had to be conducted. In response to this, the South African (SA) SKA team developed the 

RFI Measurement System 2 to perform these measurements. 

This dessertation documents the findings of a study of the functionality of RFI Measure

ment System 2 that was conducted by the author. An in depth study of MEMO 37 (RFI 

Measurement Protocol) was employed first. After which, an exhaustive audit of all the 

equipment used and a thorough analysis of the method of data collection and process

ing was conducted. A sample of raw uncalibrated, MODE 1 field measurement data was 

scrutinized. The data chosen was for RF signals in the 70 - 150 MHz frequency range 

and following similar data processing procedures as that of the SA SKA team, the plots 

of Spectral Flux Density versus Frequency were generated in the laboratory using MAT

LAB. 

It was found that for the frequency range 80 MHz to 150 MHz, these graphs closely 

matched that of the SA SKA team and that for this bandwidth, both the SA SKA graph 

and that replicated by the author were within their tolerence limits. A relatively strong 

correlation coefficient of 0.4430 was observed for the maximum values graph. The range 

70 MHz to 80 MHz lies outside the operational ability of the antennas as prescribed by 

the manufacturers and for this reason some differences between the work of the SA SKA 

team and that of my work was observed for this range. 
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In memory of my son Jamian Sydney who was tragically taken away on the 4th of 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Radio Astronomy was, traditionally, assigned a band of frequencies at the higher end of 

the radio frequency spectrum. A band of frequencies at the lower end of the spectrum was 

designated for commercial applications and usage by other sectors. Industrialization and 

the accelerated growth in electronic, telecommunication, broadcasting and other related 

sectors led to an increased usage of frequencies designated for commercial use. This 

resulted in a greater need for bandwidth in the upper portion of the frequency spectrum 

[66]. As a result of this, an over-crowding of the Radio Frequency Spectrum designated 

for commercial use occured and a need for more frequencies became apparent. This 

"encrochment" on the Radio Frequency Spectrum designated for Radio Astronomy meant 

that the band of spectrum which traditionally had been set aside for radio astronomy 

applications is now shared with other commercial applications. An over-lapping of the 

frequency bands is now evident and as a consequence, radio frequencies from nearby 

adjacent channels have become a constant source of interference on the radio astronomy 

telescopes, thus concealing the scientific benefits which can be derived from observing 

astronomical sources using radio telescopes. 

A good example of signals which overlap or share frequency space is that of signals 

generated by the Distance Measuring Equipment (which occupies the 960 - 1400 MHz 

frequency band) used in aircraft for measuring distance and navigation and inter-galactic 

spectral line of neutral hydrogen (H) emissions which is detected in the frequency band 

of 1370 - 1427 MHz [9, 13, 14, 16, 76]. 

A portion of the radio frequency spectrum allocation in South Africa is tabulated in Table 

1.2. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Table 1.1: Typical frequencies for Distance Measuring Equipment of Aircraft [13]. 
I Service I Ground to Air I Air to Ground I 

Radar transponder 1030 MHz 1090 MHz 
DME 962 -1024 MHz 1025 - 1150 MHz 
DME 1151 - 1213 MHz 1025 - 1150 MHz 

Further to this, more and more South Africans are becoming technologically savvy. Cel

lullar telephony is no-longer the exclusive "toy" of the rich and famous, but has become 

a primary mode of communication (for both rich and poor) in urban and rural areas alike. 

This proliferation of cellullar telephony, wi-fi and other bandwidth intensive devices and 

applications such as Facebook [79] and Mxit [80] has placed an upward pressure on the 

national telecommunications and broadcasting regulator (ICASA). 

Further evidence of increased frequency usage and consequent frequency clash is con

tained in the Independent Communication Authority of South Africa's (ICASA) ende

vours referred to as SABRE-1 and SABRE-2. This South African Frequency Band Re

Planning Exercise (SABRE) which was aimed primarily at re-allocation, migration of 

certain services and sharing of certain frequency bands, arose out of the need for more 

frequency channels and an increased desire for more bandwidth usage [50, 51]. 

Annexure I of Rec. ITU-R RA.769-2 [43] defines the sensitivity of a single radio astron

omy observation as: 

M 
p 

1 

Jt!fot 
( 1.1) 

whereM and P are power spectral density of the noise, and t!fo and t are the bandwidth 

and integration time respectively. From the above formula it can be seen that more sensi

tive observations are made when the bandwidth is wider. 

1.2 Radio frequency allocation in South Africa 

The table below is a summary of the spectrum allocation in South Africa for the band 30 

MHz to 1427 MHz. Only the frequencies for the major allocations is shown [83]. 

The table shows how the entire HF / VHF / UHF bands have been proliferated by various 

commercial or industrial applications. It also confirms the fact that not much spectrum 

allocation has been set aside for radio astronomy applications within these bands. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Table 1.2: Radio spectrum allocation in South Africa: 30 - 1427 MHz. This table was 
taken from Lord (2000)[83 J and was verified by the author against that found in Part 3 of 
the South African Telecommunications Act No. 103 of 1996. 
I Frequency Band (MHz) I Main Allocations 

30.01-74.8 Mobile / Fixed / Amateur 
74.5-75.2 Aeronautical Navigation 
75.2-87.5 Mobile / Fixed 
87.5-108 PM Sound Broadcasting 
108-137 Aeronautical Radionavigation / Aeronautical Mobile 
137-138 Mobile-Satellite / Meteorological-Satellite / Space Operation 
138-144 Mobile / Fixed 
144-146 Amateur / Amateur-Satellite 
146-148 Mobile / Fixed 

148-149.9 Mobile-Satellite (E-to-S) / Mobile / Fixed 
149.9-150.05 Radionavigation-Satellite / Land Mobile-Satellite 
150.05-174 Mobile / Fixed / Maritime Mobile 

174-238 TV Broadcast Channel 4 to 11 
238-246 Mobile / Fixed 
246-254 TV Broadcast Channel 13 

254-328.6 Mobile / Fixed 
328.6-335.4 Aeronautical Radionavigation 
335.4-399.9 Mobile / Fixed 
399.9-400.5 Radionavigation-Satellite / Land Mobile-Satellite 

400.5-400.15 Standard frequency and Time Signal 
400.15-401 Mobile-Satellite / Meteorological-Satellite / Space Research 

401-406 Meteorological Aids / Space Operation (S-to-E) 
406-406.1 Mobile-Satellite (E-to-S) 
406.1-430 Mobile / Fixed 
430-440 Amateur Radio Allocation 
440-470 Mobile / Fixed 
470-854 TV Broadcasting Channels 21-68 
854-862 Fixed 
862-960 Mobile / Fixed 

960-1215 Aeronautical Radionavigation (DME / Secondary Surveillance) 
1215-1240 Radionavigation / Radiolocation / Satellite (LPD) 
1240-1260 Radionavigation / Radiolocation / Amateur (ATCR) 
1260-1300 Radiolocation / Amateur (ATCR) 
1300-1350 Aeronautical Radionavigation (ATCR) 
1350-1400 Fixed / Mobile / Radiolocation 
1400-1427 Radio Astronomy / Space Research 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.3 Problems of Radio Frequency Interference on Radio 

Telescopes 

Radio Frequency Interference from mobile, terrestrial and airborne (DME of aircraft) 

sources pose a threat to the future of Radio Astronomy [16]. This is due to the fact that 

the power levels of RF signals originating from these sources are many decibels higher 

than the levels of signals arriving from distant cosmic sources and thereby "hide" the 

desired cosmic signals thus making their detection difficult. 

This problem is further compounded by the fact that radio telescope receivers are ex

tremely sensitive as they are designed and built to detect minute signals originating from 

the furthest reaches of our universe. Typical signal strengths detected by radio telescopes 

are in magnitudes of 10-26Watts per square metre of receiving area per hertz of frequency 

(one Jansky (Jy)). 

By contrast, however, man-made impulsive noise or RFI is comparatively higher and thus 

pose a major problem to radio telescopes as they can sometimes drive the low noise am

plifier (LNA) of the telescope radiometer into saturation and ultimately cause irreversible 

and permanent damage to the telescope receivers (according to ITU-R RA.769-2[43], 

the tolerable interference power level should be no more than 1% of the receiver noise 

power). Saturation of the receiver leads to non-linearity, and operating the receiver in 

its non-linear region leads to the generation of spurious signals such as intermodulation 

products and and their harmonics. These problematic signals, which are difficult to cure, 

can be interpreted and confused for good astronomy data by novice astronomers. Even 

seasoned astronomers for that matter. 

According to [14], 10 -20 % and sometimes all of the pulsar data detected by the radio 

telescopes at Aracebo and GBT are infected by man-made noise. 

The problems of RFI on radio telescopes is so huge that for frequencies below 40 MHz 

the interference effects of a "transmitter situated anyway on earth" can be observed on 

radio astronomy data [43]. 

1.4 The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) 

In an attempt to further enhance the study of astronomy, the International Astronomy 

Community embarked on an international project to build a new generation radio tele

scope with an operating frequency range of 70 MHz to 22 GHz. This telescope which is 

supposed to be 100 times more sensitive than current radio telescopes should be able to 

detect extremely small signals with power levels in the range 1O-26W/m 2 and some with 

incoming signal to noise ratios (SNR) in the region of -30 to -60 dBs[2]. The benefits of 

this project are wide and varied. Further information on the advantages and scientific ben-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

efits ofthis radio telescope can be found in the CRAF handbook for Radio Astronomy[76] 

and many other scholarly publications. 

The proposed radio telescope will comprise of an array of antennas with a combined 

effective receiving or collection area of 1000,000 m20r 1 square kilometre. The name 

Square Kilometre Array is thus derived from this association. It has been suggested that 

12 m cylindrical dishes be used for the construction of this instrument. This would entail 

linking and aggregation of some 8842 antenna tiles in order to achieve the envisaged 

1000,000 m2 receiving area. By linking so many antennas, it is hoped that the telescope 

will achieve a larger collection area than currently existing telescopes and this in tum will 

provide longer baselines within the operating frequency range whilst looking at a greater 

portion of the sky. 

The cost associated with the development, design and construction of this gigantic tele

scope is "astronomical". Current cost estimates range between $ 1 billion to $ 4 billion 

dollars depending on the size of telescope dishes. It is envisaged that construction will 

commence in 2015. 

In light of the above discussion, construction of the SKA radio telescope, is governed by 

the following key factors: 

1. the cost of building this radio telescope, 

2. identification and location of a RFI free site, 

Because of the huge cost associated with this venture, proper identification, location and 

selection of a suitable site is critical. 

Like other radio telescopes, the SKA is not immuned from the negative effects of some 

RFI. One of the many suggested ways of mitigating the effects of terrestrial and airborne 

radio frequency interference on radio astronomy orbsevatories, is simply to build radio 

telescopes in outlying and less densely populated remote areas "where the density and 

strength of unwanted man-made signals is greatly reduced"[3]. 

This entails identification of an area "where the interference received by the radio astron

omy station concerned does not exceed the thresholds necessary for this station to operate 

at its maximum sensitivity"[4] i.e where a radio-quiet environment exists. As an example, 

it has been established at Hat Creek Radio Observatory and at the Green Bank Telescope 

that terrain suppresses RFI by as much as 100 dB's. This is in addition to the normal 

propagation loss [14, 27]. The theoretical propagation studies and digital terrain models 

conducted by the South African SKA team confirmed the shielding effect of terrain on 

RFI [27]. From the above, and given the sensitivities that is to be achieved, it follows 

therefore that "the choice of a radio-quiet site is paramount"[5]. 

However, choosing an appropriate site is often tedious, challenging, difficult and prob

lematic and requires that RF Measurements be conducted first, in order to rule out the 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

presence of any unwanted electromagnetic emissions and to gauge the amount and level 

of possible interference at that particular site. This measurement data could be used to 

enable ranking of individual sites according to "how good or bad they are" in relation to 

each other. The problem of choosing an appropriate site is further elevated by the fact that 

a number of countries have registered their intention of hosting the SKA. The countries 

bidding to host the SKA are Australia, China, South Africa and Argentina. These coun

tries are not only motivated by the beautiful contribution to astronomy that this project 

will impart, but by the financial and economic "spin-offs" (in the form of foreign direct 

investment, tourism and employment) that this project is likely to generate. Because of 

the huge economic and financial gain to be derived, there is a slight possibility of over

exagerration of the RFI levels by prospective host countries. As a result, a working group 

(on RFI measurements) of the International SKA Site Evaluation and Selection Commit

tee was established and immediately compiled a document called the "RFI Measurement 

Protocol for candidate SKA Sites". This document is a guideline which seeks to establish 

an international standard or norm into how the measurements should be conducted, what 

type of equipment to use, the calibration procedures to adopt, the number and modes of 

measurements to perform, as well as, the documentation required at the end of the mea

surement process. This protocol also details the frequency ranges to be scanned (and at 

what resolution bandwidths), as well as, dictates the dwell times to be achieved. 

As of late, only two countries, South Africa and Australia, are still in the running to host 

the SKA. The other countries's bid has been rendered unsuccessful. 

South Africa's trump card is due to its geographical advantage rather than the suitability 

of its site on the basis of lowered RFI emissions. Therefore, the need for this study is still 

relevant. 

1.5 Implementation of the SKA Protocol in South Africa 

In order to facilitate and advance the RFI measurements process in South Africa, a South 

African chapter of the SKA was established and referred to as the South Africa SKA 

Steering Committee (SASSC)[52]. This organization which is partly funded by both the 

South African Government as well as the International SKA Steering Committee, was 

mandated to advance the bid process. Similar to the SKA, the SASSC established a work

ing group to perform RFI measurements. This working group headed by Professor Justin 

Jonas and Dr G Nicholson (and here-in referred to as SA SKA) designed and constructed 

three RFI Measuring Systems, RFI System 1, 2 and 3 [17, 27]. These three systems are 

similar in design and operation with the exception of system 2 which was designed with 

an additional amplification stage. In my study, I concentrated particularly on RFI System 

2. This system was used extensively at the Karoo core site referred to as K3. 

Other important functions performed by the SA SKA team includes amongst others: 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1. Drafting a guideline into how the measurement campaign was to be conducted[ 17], 

2. Conducting field RFI measurements locally and in neighbouring Southern African 

Development Community (SADC) countries[27], 

3. Compiling the required bid documentation associated with the measurement cam

paign and tendered the bid document to the International SKA Steering Committee 

in support of its intention to host the Square Kilometre Array [27]. 

1.6 The SKA RF Measuring Systems 

The SA SKA Radio Frequency Interference Measuring System is a general purpose re

ceiving instrument, designed and developed by the South African SKA team, with the sole 

purpose of detecting and receiving a wide variety of RF signals which have the propensity 

to interfere with the normal workings of a radio telescope. This system was designed and 

constructed in order to adhere to the technical specifications outlined in the table below. 

Table 1.3: Summary of technical specification which the SA SKA RFI systems had to 
adhere to (from [9]) 

Sensitivity Defined by ITU-R RA.769-2 
Frequency Band 70 MHz to 22 GHz 

Polarization Vertical and Horizontal 
Antenna Height 5m±lm 

Receiver Temperature for Mode 1 TR<::::3 x 104 K 
Receiver Temperature for Mode 2 TR<::::300K 

Coverage Entire 36000f azimuth 

There have been numerous references to the system as being an RFI measuring system, 

however, during my research, it was found that the system does not measure radio fre

quency interference but, rather, measures the power levels of RF signals present at its an

tenna surroundings. The question to be asked is: how do you measure interference? The 

system designed, does not come close to measuring interference, but rather, it measures 

the power levels of radio frequency signals which could impact negatively or have the un

desired effect of interfering with the normal operation of the Radio Telescope equipment. 

To say, therefore, that the system measures Radio Frequency Interference is a misnomer 

and is misleading in the least. However, it is believed that this error eminated from the re

quirements specification of the ISSC entitled, "RFI Measurement Protocol for Candidate 

SKA Site". It was also discovered that the authors of the "RFI Measurement Protocol for 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Candidate SKA Site" had previously written numerous other documents with similar mis

leading titles [63, 64]. Therefore, this error was left unchecked and simply carried over 

during their drafting of the SKA requirements protocol. It is regretable therefore, that the 

South African team has used the same title in their bid documentation. Similar error was 

also detected in the Chinese submission. Although, I was not privy to the Australian Bid 

documentation, it was found that the Australians referred to their systems (correctly) as 

RF measuring systems rather than RFI measuring systems. 

For the sake of conformity, we shall use RFI Measuring Systems, however, it should be 

borne in mind that we are referring to RF measuring systems. 

1. 7 Objectives of Dissertation 

The terms of reference of my research are to demonstrate an understanding of the func

tionality and performance of scanning receivers such as spectrum analyzers, and to use 

the knowledge gained to independently assess, verify, validate and to some extent "rub

ber stamp" the RF measurement work previously performed by SA SKA. By verify and 

validate, I mean, to go over their work and to see whether the RFI measuring systems and 

the RF measurements were designed and conducted respectively in accordance with the 

guidelines and stipulation of the SKA protocol. 

My research is guided by the following key performance areas or specific objectives: 

1. Perform an independent audit of the equipment used in the RFI Measurement sys

tems that were designed and built by the SA SKA team and discuss how these 

systems measure up or compare against the requirements of the "Protocol"; 

2. Perform an independent analysis of a few samples of the raw RFI field measure

ments obtained at the core site. This process involves going over the work of SA 

SKA (with a fine comb) and verifying that they captured and done everything cor

rectly. This includes, but not limited to, taking the uncalibrated raw field mea

surement data obtained from SASKA and (by working backwards) independently 

calculating the spectral flux density present in the area where the measurements 

were conducted and comparing the results with that achieved by the SA SKA team; 

3. Find out and discuss how RF measurements are conducted, in line with best prac

tices in RF metrology; 

4. Analyse, review, and objectively assess and understand the content of the "RFI 

Measurement Protocol for Candidate SKA Sites"; 

5. Ensure that the guidelines that were followed to conduct measurements comply 

with the recommendations of the "SKA Protocol" and if it does not explain the 

reasons for non-compliance. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

6. Discuss the implication of increasing the dwell time, RBW, sweep rate and sweep 

range and "shed more light" on the effects of measuring signals with varying or 

different duty cycles such as pulsed DME. 

In my study, I focussed specifically on analyzing the available SA SKA data for the fre

quency range of 70 MHz to ISO MHz. This band is important to astronomy for a number 

of reasons. 

First and foremost, it has long been hypothesized through "big bang cosmology", that 

shortly after the "big bang", the extreme heat generated reduced matter to its composite 

ions and that some 500,000 years later, this plasma cooled sufficiently enough to recom

bine thus forming hydrogen [23, 77]. This period of recombination is generally referred 

to as the Epoch of Re-ionization. The intergalactic medium (lGM) is believed to largely 

consist of re-ionised hydrogen and helium gas. There has been increasing scientic ev

idence which seem to suggest that these discrete spectral H (Hydrogen) emission lines 

which normally occur in the frequency range 1370 - 1427 MHz (See Table 2.4 in Chapter 

2) are (as a result of the expansion theory of the universe) and through the Doppler Ef

fect, reshifted to the band of 10 MHz to 240 MHz. Chippendale(2006) suggests that the 

redshift frequency, in fact, lies somewhere in the band between 45-200 MHz. It follows 

therefore, that, studying these hydrogen and helium spectral emission lines, would help 

scientists unravel the mysteries surrounding the birth of our universe. 

Secondly, observations have revealed that Pulsars are more pronounced and observable 

somewhere in the frequency range between 50 MHz and 600 MHz. Since the frequency 

range, 70 MHz - ISO MHz is common to both cases, the signals occupying this frequency 

range is important and warrants an intense study in order to determine their power levels 

so as to help classify and characterize the environment at the core site. 

1.8 Summary of Results 

This section gives a brief explanation of the data that was used, the findings obtained and 

the method that was used to arrive at these results. Detailed discussion in respect of the 

above three issues is given in the relevant chapters. 

1.8.1 Sources of Data 

The measurement data used in this experiment was collected by the SA SKA team during 

a two day measurement campaign commencing on 24 November 2005 and ending on 25 

November 2005. The data was provided to Dr Richard Lord of the meerKAT Project 

in CD format. Dr Richard Lord downloaded this data onto the RRSG database called 

DATA under directory which the author was able to access, albeit with limited access. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the author was not party to the hand-over of the disc nor was he present during the 

downloading of this data, he cannot conclusively vouch for its integrity. However, it is my 

humble belief that no manipulation or addition to this data was performed. 

1.8.2 Method of Procedure and Performance Criterion 

It is well accepted in RF metrology that using an uncalibrated system to measure power 

will introduce flaws and discrepancies to the measured results [71]. This situation is un

desirable. If one takes the measurement data obtained from the output of a spectrum ana

lyzer and by working backwards calculate the power received at the input of the system, 

one is able to determine the theoretical equivalence of the power flux density in which 

the antenna and system is immersed. The formulas and theory utilised are discussed in 

subsequent chapters. 

Our plan was to use the theoretical values of parameters published by the manufacturers 

of the components making up the system and by using the indicated tolerances determine 

both the worst case and best case scenarios of the spectral flux density and to compare 

these to the actual values derived by SA SKA. By doing this we hoped to achieve the 

following: 

1. we hoped to obtain values of spectral flux density which was to some extent equiva

lent to that obtained by SA SKA. In other words we hoped that the plots of spectral 

flux density versus frequency as generated by the SA SKA team will be strongly 

correlated with that performed by us using MATLAB, 

2. we believe that the spectral flux density values mentioned in I above, should lie 

within the range determined by the worst case and best case scenarios. 

It was our belief that by doing this experiment, we can test the "mettle" and effectiveness 

of the calibration techniques employed by SA SKA team and this can be used as a good 

indicator of the performance of the RFI system. 

In order to test our hypothesis we conducted a number of experiments and processed 

the data using different approaches which varied slightly. The reason for the number of 

methods is due to the fact that, it was not clear from the available documentation how the 

data was processed. At a meeting with Professor Justin Jonas, it was pointed out that the 

median values were used. However, Mr Paul Manners (of the SA SKA team) who coded 

the software used, seems to have had a different view to that of Prof Justin Jonas. The 

detailed data processing procedures and methods used by Mr Paul Manners and that were 

used by the author to arrive at our results, is documented in subsequent chapters. 
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LID Findings 

TIl;, various tlata pnl<."cssing pnl<."etlures resulted in a numb<'r of options being generated 

With tlilTering results for ea~h option. The,~ options are described below_ 

In OPTIO:" 1. t~n values of each column for all ,ix files wer~ bi"ned togd~r and tbe 

statistical analysis "as perfometl On all ,.al~s prior to th~ ~akulation of 'pedral fiu.' 

density. 'Ih€re were 5 columns in ea("h file resulting in 300 data values being binned_ 

OPTION 2. "as about fmding t~ median of ea("h column f,,,t. and then binning all 30 

medians antl working out the ,tatisti~s prior to the determination of 'pee'tral flux density. 

In OPTION 3. the spectral (Xl"'er flux Iknsities werC calculat~tl and binned togeTher, Rux 

densities W'ere then sortetl and the statistics ("alculated. 

A summary of the findings for )'10DE I measurements ore recorded below for ~a(:h op

tion. "-lODE I MeaslLrements are thm,e that were performed to rule out or indicQte the 

presene'e of strong RF signals whie'h could impact negatiycl y on the operation of the rooio 

telese'ope. The as<umptions ,,,etl during the tlerivation (1f these spectral flux density plots 

are "Iso indicated_ 
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Figure I, I: Radio Frequency Interference plot for the 70 - 150 MI17 band: 01''1'10:'' 
1- (Top) R"pnl<."essed (Bottom) SA SKA Measurement It can be seen (1/)'0"1511 dirert 
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Figure 1.2: Radio frequency IntClference plo( for (ne 70 - IS{) "1Hz band: OPTION 
2--(Top) Reprocc.,seu (Bottom) SA SKA Measurement 
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Figure 1.3, Radio Frequency Interference plO! lor the 70 • 150 MHz baml: OPTION 
~ -C l op) Simubtion (HotlOm) SA SKA ~Iea,urement 

I n ~11 three options, the top plot was :.:ener~ted by the ~uthor_ after careful ~ali brat ion of the 

d;!ta. u.,ing MATI.AH The detai led dat~ proce"ing procedure, and the formulae used ~re 

cl<xumented in the respective chapter ' , An obvious observation is that the Repl'oce«ed 

(top) plOls show fal' more spcetml activity than that which was pclformcd by SA SM. 

lllc reaSOn> lor the dilTcrenccs arc di,cusscd later, From the plots. it can he secn that 

the region of strongest activity is that due to the F1>1 Broaoca,t band (/\7 - 10/\ "'IH£) in 

Whl~h the signals reud ~ high of - 140 dHW/m)/1I7, The ,ign~1s in the region t>et"een 

137 ~ml 138 ~1I 1 7. are ~Iso more pronounced with a high of . -In I dBW/m'/liz From the 

table of frequency allocation crable 1,2). the bner region is ~lloc~ted to Mnhil~-Sarellire 

I MNenro/ngi((!/-Sareilire I Splice Operarinl!. 

1.8.4 Significance of findin gs 

I. Our tinding.' re'e~led that there is a stmng correlation between the plots of spectral 

Au~ den"ty ,erm, frequent·y ~s performed by the SA SKA I"um and the MATLAB 

audIted re,ull, by the aUlhor and thai the,e ,[",elml Aux density r",ulb "er" wilhin 

their to1cram:c Inels. 

~ The differences hetween SA SKA graphs and the replicas derived by the authol' 

through MATLAB proccs,ing rc.ealcd that Ih" SA SKA team had In some al'cas ( 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

particularly concerning the graph of frequency channel versus maximum spectral 

flux density ) massaged the data to such an extent that smooth graphs were ob

tained. However, the averaging effect were not of such a nature that they could 

disguise strong signals or cause them to be indistiguishable, but merely attempted 

to eradicate system induced RF disturbances. However, the possibility of smooth

ing out some of the low level man-made RF signals, thereby sabotaging the purpose 

of the measurement system, is still present. 

3. The processes and procedures followed did not differ much from the international 

best practices with the exception that in RF metrology, the Electromagnetic Field 

strength and the RMS (Root Mean Square) power levels are the key determinants 

[71,60]. 

1.9 Structure of the Dissertation 

In order to avoid confusion and to facilitate proper understanding of the proposed research 

topic, an attempt is made to present the material under scrutiny, in a concise, comprehen

sible and structured manner. 

First and fore-most, familiarity with the title of the research topic and the problem state

ment is of utmost importance. These have already been discussed in the title page and in 

the introduction respectively. 

Chapter 2, introduces Memo 37 (RFI Measurement Protocol for Candidate SKA Sites) 

and dissects the SKA Protocol into various parts in order to assist in discussing the pro

tocol in an easy, simplistic and comprehensible manner. The contents of the protocol is 

grouped into the following sub-headings: 

l. Scope 

2. Technical Specification, 

3. Equipment, 

4. Calibration procedure, 

5. Measurement procedure, 

Chapter 3 is a survey of relevant literature and is dedicated to the review of key technical 

concepts that have been referred to, in the protocol, as well as, detailing the operation 

of the equipment assented to, in the protocol. The equipment mentioned in the protocol 

are Low Noise Amplifiers (LNA), antennas, high pass filters, spectrum analysers, signal 

processors and data storage and acquisition devices. The theory behind these equipment 

is studied in detail. The type, classes and sources of RFI that is likely to be encountered 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

during the measurement campaign is documented and the characteristics of the RFI at 

core sites are presented. 

In Chapter 4, a basic block diagram of the radio frequency interference measuring system, 

as designed, built and deployed by SA SKA, is outlined. Further to this, field measure

ments as obtained from the SA SKA are thoroughly reviewed, assessed and analysed. 

An audit of the equipment used in the design is thoroughly conducted. The competence 

and capability of the three RFI Measurement systems to achieve the desired functional

ity is assessed. The method used to shield and internally arrest locally generated RFI is 

discussed in detail. 

The interpretation and implementation of the SKA protocol in South Africa is investigated 

and the crit ical issues encountered during the implementation of the protocol are outlined 

and further analysed. The performance of the spectrum analyser as a scanning receiver is 

reviewed in greater depth. 

Chapter 5 is an in-depth analysis of a sample of the raw field data obtained during the 

measurement campaign. A comparative study between the spectral flux density (sfd) 

results obtained by the SA SKA team using measurement data and the findings obtained 

by the author is undertaken in this chapter. The measurement data obtained from the SA 

SKA team was independently reprocessed, by the author, using MATLAB. 

We conclude, in Chapter 6, by summarizing our work, discussing the challenges encoun

tered and making recommendations. 
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Chapter 2 

Summary of the SKA Protocol 

In September 2004, the International SKA Project Office (ISPO) issued a Request for 

Proposals (RFP) for the siting of the SKA. As part of this call for proposals, the "RFI 

Measurement Protocol for Candidate SKA Sites" was disseminated. The document was 

written in order to inform prospective bidding countries as to what is required by the 

International SKA Project and served to assist proponents in putting forward adequate, 

satisfactory and competitive proposals. 

The purpose of this chapter is to highlight some of the key technical issues addressed in 

the document and which should be adequately attended to by the SA SKA team in order 

to deem their measurement campaign a success. It should be borne in mind that a system 

is only as successful as its ability to meet or exceed the expectations and requirements of 

the user(s) or customer(s). If it does not meet customer's needs, it is considered as being 

defective[81]. In this case the customer is the International SKA Organization. 

Although my research was largely a "study", part of my objectives were to perform an 

independent audit of the work of the SA SKA team. Therefore by writing this chapter, I 

wanted to be able to emphatically state that "this is what the SA SKA was supposed to do 

and this is what they did". From this assessment, I will be in a better platform to draw 

a more conclusive argument as to the correctness and appropriateness of the work of the 

SA SKA team. 

2.1 Scope 

One of the key functionality required from the proposed system is the ability "to identify 

RFI eminating from both land-based and airborne sources," with the exception of RFI 

originating from satellites as it was "considered equal" at all sites. The question is, "was 

the s}'stem developed b.v SA SKA able to identify RFI coming from both the land and from 

the S"-)'7" 
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CHAPTER 2. SUMMARY OF THE SKA PROTOCOL 

2.2 Technical Specification 

In order to perform the function discussed in Section 1.5 above, the system had to ad

here to the technical specifications as tabulated in Table 1.3 of Chapter I. This table is 

duplicated below for easy reading. 

Table 2.1: Summary of the technical specifications (from [9]) 

Sensitivity Defined by ITU-R RA.769-2 
Frequency Band 70 MHz to 22 GHz 

Polarization Vertical and Horizontal 
Antenna Height 5m±lm 

Receiver Temperature for Mode I TR::;3 x 104K 
Receiver Temperature for Mode 2 TR::;300K 

Coverage Entire 360uof azimuth 

2.3 Recommended equipment 

It was recommended that the following equipment be used in order to develop the RFI 

Measurement System: 

I. Log-periodic antennas for horizontal polarization at low frequencies; 

2. Hom antennas for horizontal polarization at high frequencies; 

3. Discone antennas for vertical polarization; 

4. Scanning receiver such as a spectrum analyser; 

5. High pass filters; 

6. Signal processors, and 

7. Data storage and acquisition devices such as high speed computers. 

For antennas, it was not mandatory that all three types of antennas be used. As an ex

ample, it was possible to use two log-periodic antennas (one for low frequencies and the 

other for high frequencies) just as long as they are rotated in such a way as to intercept 

the horizontally polarized electro-magnetic waves as well as the vertically polarized mag

netic waves. However, it was important that the antennas be able to cover the entire 3600 

field of view in the azimuth plane. Log-periodic antennas are highly directional and thus a 

number of antenna pointings may have had to be affected in order to comply with the 3600 

coverage requirement of the protocol. The number of antenna pointings required depends 

on the beamwidth (taken at the 6 dB point) of the radiation pattern of the antenna. 
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CHAPTER 2. SUMMARY OF THE SKA PROTOCOL 

There is no mystical reason for taking the beamwidth at the -6dB point, except that the 

power at this point is reduced to one quarter whilst a sufficiently large beamwidth is still 

achievable. The antennas and equipment used by the SA SKA for the construction of RFI 

System 2 is detailed in Chapter 4. 

2.4 Calibration Procedure 

The protocol dictates that calibration of the equipment must be performed once every 24 

hours and before the commencement of the measurement. It further states that calibration 

is to be done in the field using an ambient temperature load with a known temperature. 

Calibration procedure is to be thoroughly documented. No particular method of calibra

tion was, however, specified. 

The SA SKA team was able to meet this specification by ensuring that the system designed 

was able to perform in-field calibration. The Agilent Noise Source (346C) with known 

noise temperature was used and implemented as shown in Figure 4.3. The frequency 

range of operation of this device is as shown in Appendix B. 

2.5 Measurement Procedure 

Measurements are grouped into two broad classes i.e Mode 1 and Mode 2 measurements. 

2.5.1 Mode 1 

Mode 1 measurements are based on the measurement of strong RFI signals. These strong 

signals could have a negative impact on the linearity of the receivers and "may rule out 

certain sites or influence the design of SKA receivers"r9]. 

The protocol specified that the flux (at the horizon or zero elevation) SOh, of the RFI 

signals which is necessary to induce a signal of -1 OOdBm at the terminals of the antenna. 

SOh be accordingly calculated from[9l: 

(2.1 ) 

and that the power induced at the terminals of the antenna be determined from[9]: 

(2.2) 

The protocol further, specifies the length of time that a channel is examined (dwell time), 

the resolution bandwidth (spacing between centre frequencies), as well as, the number of 
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CHAPTER 2. SUMMARY OF THE SKA PROTOCOL 

measurement cycles or repetitions required per band of frequency. The total time taken to 

perform measurements is calculated from the following equation: 

ttotal = 
(12 - It) x td x Reps 

RBW 
(2.3) 

where f2 and fl are the upper and lower frequencies respectively, 0 is the dwell time, 

Reps is the number of measurement cycles and RBW is the resolution bandwidth. 

2.5.2 Mode 2 

Mode 2 measurements entail measurements of weak RFI. This mode of measurements 

define the sensitivity levels. Mode 2 measurements could adversely affect the detection 

of cosmic signals as their power levels could be as low as that of the cosmic signals. 

Removal of such low level RFI may cause the signals of interest to be eradicated, thus 

losing valuable information. Consequently, weak RFI have a tendency to "obscure signals 

of interest". My analysis did not cover this mode. 
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Table 2.3: This table shows the measurement schedule of Mode 2 Measurements. The 
table shows the Frequency Band in GHz, RBW in kHz, Dwell Time in ms and SOh in dB 
(Jy). It also shows the significance of the various bands (from[9]). 
I Frequency Band I RBW I Dwell Time I SOh I Subtotal I % of subtotal I Uses 

0.150-0.153 1 100 52 300 1.31 Continuum 
0.153-0.322 3 10 54 564 2.46 
0.322-0.329 3 1000 51 2334 10.21 DI 
0.329-0.406 30 10 56 26 0.11 
0.406-0.410 30 1000 43 1334 5.83 Continuum 
0.410-0.608 30 10 57 66 0.29 
0.608-0.614 30 1000 46 2000 8.76 Continuum 
0.614-1.000 30 10 61 129 0.56 
1.000-1.370 30 300 58 3700 16.20 Continuum 
1.370-1.427 30 1000 58 1900 8.32 HI, SET! 
1.427-1.606 30 100 64 597 2.61 SET! 
1.606-1.723 30 1000 60 3900 17.08 OR, SET! 
1.723-2.655 30 10 70 311 1.36 
2.655-2.700 100 1000 62 450 1.97 Continuum 
2.700-3.300 100 10 72 60 0.26 
3.300-3.400 100 1000 63 1000 4.60 CH 
3.400-4.800 100 10 74 140 0.61 
4.800-5.000 100 1000 67 2000 8.72 H2CO 
5.000-6.600 300 10 75 54 0.23 
6.600-6.700 300 1000 67 334 1.45 CH30H 
6.700-8.600 300 10 77 64 0.28 
8.600-8.700 300 1000 69 334 1.45 jHe+ 

8.700-12.100 300 10 79 114 0.49 
12.100-12.200 300 1000 72 334 1.45 CH30H 
12.200-14.400 300 10 82 74 0.32 
14.400-14.500 300 1000 74 334 1.45 H2CO 
14.500-18.300 300 10 84 127 0.55 
18.300-18.400 300 1000 76 334 1.45 C3H2 
18.400-22.00 300 10 86 120 0.52 

TOTAL 23025 100.00 

2.6 Measurement times 

One of the critical issues facing the design of any RFI measuring system is that of mea

surement time. This issue, is important both from a cost point of view, as well as, from 

a system design point of view. In this section we present a number of factors which af

fect the measurement time. The measurement time of a spectrum analyzer is affected 

by such internal components as IF band limiting filters, bandwidth and type of filters, 

envelope detectors, video bandwidth and video filters, trace averaging and post-readout 

integration[20]. A basic block diagram of a typical spectrum analyzer is shown in Figure 
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3.5. 

In this section we explore such terms as scan time, dwell time, rise time, sweep time, 

transient time and settling time. 

Sweep time is defined as the time it takes to record the whole frequency spectrum of 

interest[21, 22]. It is a very important feature of a spectrum analyzer. A spectrum analyzer 

whose sweep time is indefinite is of no significant use. As already mentioned, the sweep 

time is controlled by the transient response of the IF filters according to the following 

expression, tresp = R~W [20]. In practice, however, Millenaar (2005)[20], found that the 

sweep time is affected by a combination of a number of variables such as RBW, span, start 

and stop frequency, filter type, averaging cycles and number of data points per scan and 

that the practically obtained sweep times exceed that obtained theoretically by calculation, 

by a factor ranging from I to as high as 20. 

The transient response of the filters represent the minimum time allowed for proper am

plitude detection. Therefore, the minimum permissible sweep time should equal to the 

transient time of the filter response. The trade-off between the sweep time and the reso

lution bandwidth (RBW) is governed by the following equation: 

tsw = 
k(Span) 

RBW2 
(2.4) 

The equation implies that the greater the resolution bandwidth, the smaller the sweep time. 

The minimum permissible sweep time that can be attained is limited by the transient time 

of the IF filters and the video filters [21]. Since both filters have their own response times 

and for a situation where the VBW is less than the RBW, the sweep time is described as 

[22,20]: 

(Span) 
k (RBW) (VBW) 

(2.5) 

The IF and video filters determine the resolution bandwidth (RBW) and video bandwidth 

(VBW) respectively. The filters require a finite time to charge and discharge. In R-C filter 

circuits, such charging and discharging or decay times are constrained by the resistors and 

capacitors employed in the circuits. A rule of thumb usually employed is that the time 

required for adequate charging of capacitors without a significant loss of signal amplitude 

should be greater than the time constant te , where tc = R x C and R,C is the resistor and 

capacitor value respectively. Passing a signal through the filters too quickly would result 

in the signal amplitude being reduced. The time at which the signal needs to stay in the 

pass band of the filter is therefore given by[22]: 

(RBW) tsw 

Span 
(2.6) 
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CHAPTER 2. SUMMARY OF THE SKA PROTOCOL 

This is the time spent on each frequency bin. The frequency bin is characterized by it size 

in terms of both frequency and time. The size of the frequency bin is determined by 

Frequency Bin 
Span 

(2.7) 
(trace points-I) 

A signal will dwell in this bin for a time of tbin, where 

Sweep time 

(trace points - 1) (trace points - 1) 
(2.8) 

Since the time spent in the pass band is the same as the time spent in each frequency bin, 

from Equations 2.6 and 2.8, 

(RBW)tsw _ 
Span - (trace points - 1) 

This implies that 

RBW 
Span 

(2.9) 
(trace points-I) 

Since Equations 2.7 and 2.9 are equal, the implication is that the size of the frequency bin 

is given by the RBW. This is an important assessment. 

The charging time of the filter capacitors is given in terms of the rise time of the signal 

and is defined as the time required for a signal to traverse from 10% to 90% of its final 

value and is mathematically expressed as [24]: 

tr = r= 
k 

RBW 
(2.10) 

where k is the constant of proportionality and is normally in the range of 2 to 3 for filters 

used by the Agilent spectrum analyzers [22]. 

Since capacitors are integrating devices, the rise time is also known as integrating time 

(r). The integration time (r) depends on the settling time of the filters used[ 10]. A signal 

will under normal circumstances, overshoot its final value. As a result ringing effects are 

introduced and a finite time is needed for the signal to settle to within some specified 

amount of the final transition time. This finite time is known as the settling time [24]. 

According to Horing (1998)[ 1 0], the settling time together with the integration time make 

up what is known as the dwell time. The dwell time is defined as the time taken to 

examine a single channel[5] and is expressed mathematically as: 

(2.11 ) 

where tsyn consists of the settling time of the synthesizer or filters and the time required for 
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CHAPTER 2. SUMMARY OF THE SKA PROTOCOL 

signal processing. The table below shows the specified Mode I dwell times as abstracted 

from Table 1 of the protocol document. These dwell times must be adhered to when 

performing measurements, otherwise it may be viewed as operating outside the required 

specification. 

Table 2.4: Dwell times (from [9]) 
I Frequency Band (GHz) I RBW (KHz) I SOh(dB) I Dwell (ms) I Reps I Total (s) I 

0.070-0.150 3 -166 10 5 1334 
0.150-0.300 3 -159 10 1 500 
0.300-0.800 30 -163 10 1 167 
0.800-0.960 30 -155 10 20 1000 
0.960-1.400 1000 -168 0.002 lOb 900 
1.400-3.000 30 -150 10 1 534 
3.000-22.00 1000 -158 10 1 190 

TOTAL 4624 

From Equation 2.11, in order for the dwell time to be equal to the integration time, the 

synthesizer time, tsyn , must be equal to zero. However, in practice the synthesizer and 

filters would have time delays and therefore, tsyn, would never be equal to zero. and con

sequently when the measurements are being conducted, care must be taken to ensure that 

the dwell time exceed the integration time of the filter components of the measurement 

system by a factor equal to the synthesizer time. 

Since r = fr, Equation 2.11 can be written as: 

(2.12) 

From Equation 2.12, it is clear, therefore, that for precise and accurate measurements 

to be achieved, the dwell time should not be less than or equal to the rise time or the 

integrating time. This assertion is consistent with the findings that "the dwell time does 

not correspond with the effective integration time" as concluded by Millenaar (2005)[20]. 

Using trace and post-readout averaging, Millenaar (2005) concluded that the integration 

time is equal to 

tT =NM 
RBW 

k 
(2.13) 

where N, is the number of traces averaged in the spectrum analyzer and M, is the number 

of averaged scans everaged in the software. 

Another important factor which affects the measurement cycle is that due to pulsed wave

forms. The next section presents a comprehensive approach to dealing with the issues 
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CHAPTER 2. SUMMARY OF THE SKA PROTOCOL 

encountered as a result of the presence of burst mode, pulsed mode and frequency hop

ping signals with respect to radar, CDMA and DME applications. Attention is strictly 

dedicated to the time constraint problem. Concepts such as duty cycle, rise times, sweep 

times and dwell times, and their contribution to the measurement debate are revisited. 

2.7 Pulsed Signals 

i--------i -Pe~ T __ _ _ ~ 

Pulse 

~ 

~eaLl __ . 

"----_L _ -+ 

TIME 

Figure 2.1: Basic Characteristics of a pulsed waveform showing the Marks and Spaces. 
The space gives the receiver a false sense of pulse inactivity which is not necessary the 
case. 

Pulsed waveform are characterized by the pulse repetition frequency, duty cycle, average 

amplitude, peak amplitude, period and pulse width. The pulse repetition frequency, which 

is the frequency at which pulses are repeated or the number of pulses per second is defined 

as 

PRF = 
T 

(2.14) 

Recall that the duty cycle is that time during which the pulse is on and is given by the 

ratio of the pulse width to the pulse period, i.e 

Width 
Duty Cycle = x 100% 

Period 

Pulsed signals are measured using a much narrower resolution bandwidth than the band

width of the pulse. The power obtained is thus not an exact reflection of the true na

ture of the signal power and consequently the I-dB compression point can easily be 

exceeded[22]. Pulsed signals poise a new dimension to the measurement problem. If 

a signal of relatively small duty cycle is being measured, it is highly possible for the 

spectrum analyzer to skip it and proceed with the measurement cycle. The implication is 

that the signal remains undetected giving the impression that such a signal does not exists. 

This leads to gross inaccuracies in the measurement results obtained. Another snag which 
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CHAPTER 2. SUMMARY OF THE SKA PROTOCOL 

may be encountered during the measurement campaign is that arising from the presence 

of frequency hopping and burst signals. Frequency hoppers are signals transmitted at dif

ferent frequencies according to a certain transmitter algorithm. Devices employing such 

mode of transmission are generally used in covert and military operations where it is 

necessary that the transmitted information continue undetected. Burst signals are signals 

which are transmitted during a certain time and disappear shortly thereafter. They are 

said to be transmitted in burst mode. Examples of such signals are the COMA applica

tions used extensively in cellular technology. 

One of the suggested ways of dealing with problems associated with pulsed waveform 

signals is offered by Horing (1998) [10]. Horing (1998) noted that signals with a duration 

of burst time, th::; r remain undetectable, i.e a signal must have a length of at least th> 

r to be detectable. Furthermore, the received bursts should have sufficient power for a 

signal to be detected and that at least one integration time should fall within the burst time 

and that the hop sequence of the transmitter and sequence of the scanning receiver must 

co-incide. The hop frequency and the receiver frequency must be equal [1 0]. 

2.8 Summary 

This chapter highlighted some of the key technical issues that needed clarification and 

which had to be attended to by the SA SKA team. The technical specifications which the 

RFI Measurement System had to adhere to and the system functionality which had to be 

incorporated into the design of the RFI measurement system are also documented. 
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Chapter 3 

Literature Review 

3.1 Introduction 

The work of the SKA Site Selection and Evaluation Committee requires a thorough 

grounding and knowledge of the principles of frequency spectrum management. A good 

and solid understanding of spectral analysis is essential, so is the ability to decipher and 

make more sense of the gigabyte of measurement data provided. More-over, an ade

quate understanding of electro-magnetic interference, compatibility and shielding is rec

ommended. 

In Chapter I, an attempt was made to demonstrate the adverse impact of EMI, and more 

particurlarly RFI, at radio telescope observatories. In Section 3.3 of this chapter, a more 

detailed analysis of EMI as encountered by radio telescope receivers is presented. 

It is worth-while to note that by presenting the various types, classes, categories, sources 

and characteristics of EMI which have a down-side effect on the proper functioning and 

performance of a radio astronomy telescope, we hope to categorically present a case for 

the types of EM radiation which the measurement campaign should be focused on, and 

which may possibly be encountered during the measurement campaign. The success of a 

wideband RFI measuring system, such as that constructed by the SA SKA for detection, 

identification, locating and excision of RFI, lies to a large extent on knowing certain 

electrical, physical and spectral characteristics of the interfering signals. The waveform of 

signals intercepted by the RFI measuring systems can either be narrowband or broadband 

with regular or irregular (incoherent) characteristics. The spectral characteristics are of 

fundamental importance. 

It is worthy to note at this juncture, that "any fixed frequency device is a potential source 

of continuous interference and that any electronic device or circuit will generate excess 

noise and can be a source of interference"[22, 12]. Furthermore, all realistic compo

nents comprise of either insulators, semiconductors or conductors[29, 59]. These three 

substances differ according to the amount of charge they possess. 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In good conductors such as copper, the charge carriers or electrons wander about freely. 

This is due to the fact that the atoms are arranged in close proximity to each other such 

that the electrons are not bound to any particular nuclei but are free to wander through 

the crystal lattice structure. At absolute zero temperatures, the atomic ions are deficient 

of kinetic energy and thus do not vibrate about their neutral positions. This enables the 

electrons to move freely, thus delivering the greatest amount of charge. As the temper

ature is increased, however, the ions gain kinetic energy and vibrate, thus colliding with 

the electrons. This continuous collision of +ve ions with electrons poses resistance to 

the motion of electrons thereby causing the electrons to lose energy. The electrons drift 

about randomly losing energy at each collission. This energy is dissipated into the sur

rounding. This results in random thermal noise [33, 26]. Random noise can either be 

impulsive (with sharp, widely spaced and relatively infrequent pulses) or thermal (tem

perature dependent with closely spaced, overlapping and frequent pulses). Thermal noise 

is also called Johnson or Nyquist noise [18, 33]. Other main types of noise include shot 

noise and low-frequency (J) flicker noise (due to random motion of charges in solid state 

devices and electron tubes), plasma noise occuring as result of random motion of charge 

particles in an ionized gas or sparking electrical contacts and quantum noise resulting 

from the quantized nature of charge carriers and photons [33, 18]. 

From the above, it follows therefore, that the electronic devices and circuitry which make 

up the RFI Measuring System can, itself, be a source of interference and subsequently 

should be investigated for electromagnetic (EM) emissions and if detected proper excis

sion mechanisms should be put in place to curtail the emissions thus safeguarding against 

contamination of data by self induced EM emissions. 

This chapter documents the relevant theory used throughout this study. 

In Section 3.2 we begin by looking at radio frequency spectrum and its management. 

Section 3.3 defines EMI and lists the various parameters which aid in the proper character

ization of EM!. Subsection 3.3.1 discusses the type and sources of EMI and distinguishes 

between conducted and radiated EM!. The effects of circuit or device non-linearities is 

discussed in Section 3.5.3 and the EMI contribution of devices such as amplifiers, mixers, 

oscillators, filters, antennas and receivers is discussed in succeeding sections. 

Section 3.11 exposes the theory behind spectrum analyzers. 

3.2 Frequency Spectrum Management 

The frequency spectrum is an expensive natural resource. Like most natural resources of 

a country, ownership in the form of regulatory control resides with the government and 

private usage requires a permit or licence. In South Africa, the frequency spectrum is 

managed by the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (!.CASA). This 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

is a Chapter 13 organization appointed by the SA government to oversee the planning, al

location and management of the radio spectrum. ICASA has developed a database (called 

Spektrum) of all frequencies in use in the Republic both allocated and unallocated. The 

table of frequency allocations depicted in Chapter 1, Table 1.2, is a summary of the type 

of services allowed in the Republic together with corresponding frequency assignment. A 

more complete table of frequency allocations can be found in Part 3 of the Soth African 

Telecommunications Act 103 of 1996 [50], 

3.3 Electromagnetic Interference 

Electromagnetic Interference is a phenomenon which occurs as a result of the presence 

of undesirable voltages and currents in amounts or levels which affect the operation of an 

electronic device, system or equipment in such a manner as to degrade the performance 

of the electronic device, system or equipment [12, 15]. This phenomenon is usually an 

electromagnetic disturbance which can be in the form of electromagnetic noise or the 

reception of an unwanted signal [15]. When the phenomenon occurs as a result of the 

reception of unwanted signals in the radio frequency band, Radio Frequency Interference 

is assumed. The unwanted noise signal can either be conducted from the source to the 

susceptible device or radiated to the receptor [12, 15]. Conduction occurs when a signal 

propagates from the source, through a metallic medium such as wiring or any metallic 

structure to the receptor [12]. 

Section 3.3.1, explores the sources of EMI (with special emphasis on identifying the sys

tem, equipment or devices which are responsible for the generation of electromagnetic 

interference in an EMI Measuring System). Once the EMI generating components have 

been correctly identified, they are than isolated, classified and their characteristics de

termined. Electromagnetic interference can be characterised and sufficiently modelled 

according to the following significant parameters: frequency, time and duration, position, 

amplitude, polarization, distance, coding and modulation scheme, positivity, power level 

and multi path [12], 

Section 3.3.3 deals with the various ways in which the electromagnetic energy is released 

into the environment from the point of origin. Combating this electromagnetic leakage is 

extremely difficult and requires proper screening of the radiating sources. Shielding and 

screening methods are dealt with in Section 3.3.5. 

3.3.1 Types and sources of EMI 

The second paragraph in Section 3.1 illustrates an important principle i.e conductivity 

decreases with increasing temperature and that noise becomes prevalent. 
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Conducted EMI 

Table 3.1, below lists, the various sources of conducted interference and the frequencies 

or range of frequencies at which their noise spectrum dominates. It has been established 

that electronic equipment have a conducted spectrum which stretches from the "lowest 

observable fluctuation rates" to above 1 GHz [12]. At highest frequencies, however, con

ducted interfering signals tend to be radiated. This is due to conductor losses, wiring 

inductance and shunt capacitance and also due to the fact that the wavelengths, It of sig

nals at this rate is minute by comparison with the wires in the circuits and thus these short 

wires, which are greater than 4, tend to act as antennas. In fact, at high frequencies, "any 

wire that carries currents can act as a radiator and any conductor in the vicinity of an 

electromagnetic field can act as a receiving antenna or transmitting antenna"[12]. 

Other sources of conducted interference which have not been tabulated, for reason of 

the fact that their range of frequencies have not been established, are pulse generators, 

computer clocks, saw-toothed deflection generators, multi vibrators, choppers, steppers, 

stepped motors, ac reference generators, exciters for magnetic amplifiers, gyros, print

ing devices, solenoids, relays, flip-flop circuits, gates, commutators, diodes, thermostats, 

various types of switches, and transducers [12]. 

Table 3.1: Sources of conducted Electromagnetic Interference (from [12]) 
I Conducted I Spectrum I 

Heater Circuits 50 KHz to 25 MHz 
Fluorescent Lamps 0.1 to 3 MHz 

Computer Logic Box 50 KHz to 20 MHz 
Command Programmer 

signal lines 0.1 to 25 MHz 
power lines 1 to 25 MHz 

Power Supply Switching Circuit 0.5 to 25 MHz 
Power Controller 2 to 15 KHz 

Mercury Arc Lamps 0.1 to IMHz 
Power Transfer Controller 

constant noise 10 to 25 MHz 
transients 50 KHz to 25 MHz 

Command Programmer 0.1 to 25 MHz 
Multiplexer 1 to 10 MHz 

Latching Contactor 
Coil Pulses 1 to 25 MHz 

Contact Cycling 50 KHz to 25 MHz 
Transfer Switch 0.1 to 25 MHz 

Circuit Breaker Cam Contacts 10 to 20 MHz 
Corona 0.1 to 10 MHz 

Vacuum Cleaner 0.1 to 1 MHz 
Magnet Armatures 2 to 4 MHz 
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Radiated interference 

Radiation occurs when electromagnetic energy is released from a source and propagates 

in space. This can either be intentional such as in X-Ray applications or unintentional 

such as microwave ovens, incidental such as automotive ignition systems and accidental 

such as nuclear disasters. When radiated energy causes the receiving devices, systems 

or equipment to malfunction or interferes with the normal functioning of the receiving 

devices, systems or equipment then this is termed radiated interference [12, 15]. 

Radiated interference can occur from a number of sources, some of which are listed in 

Table 3.2 below. 

Table 3.2: Sources of Radiated Interference (from [12]) 
I Source I Spectrum I 

Bistable Circuits 15 kHz - 400 MHz 
Harmonic Generator 30 MHz - 1000 MHz 
Heater Thermoswitch 30 kHz - 300 kHz 

contact arc 20 MHz - 200 MHz 
Actuator 

motor 10 kHz - 400 kHz 
switch arcs 30 MHz - 200 MHz 

cams 10 MHz - 20 MHz 
Teleprinter 

magnet armatures 1.8 MHz - 3.6 MHz 
print magnets 1.0 MHz - 3.0 MHz 

Transfer switch 
coil delay 15 kHz - 150 kHz 
contact arc 20 MHz - 400 MHz 

DC Power Supply 
switching circuit 100 kHz - 30 MHz 
Equipment Case 0.1 to 25 MHz 

untreated access covers 10 kHz - 10 MHz 
Fluoroscent Lamp 

arc 100 kHz - 3.0 MHz 
Multiplexer 

solid-state switching 300 kHz- 500 kHz 
Power Console 

circuit-breaker cam contacts 10 MHz - 20 MHz 
power switching devices 100 kHz - 300 MHz 

Power controller 
power WIres 50 kHz - 4.0 MHz 

chopper, relay, bistable circuits 10 kHz - 200 MHz 
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Electromagnetic Noise 

I 
I 

Equipment noise 
(electromagnetic Interactions in 

circuits and Srtems) 

I I 
Systems Circuits and components 
Communication} 

Radar/Navigation equipment 

Flourescent tube lights 

Automobile ignition 

Industrial Equipment 

such as arc welders, 

heaters etc. 

Electric traction 

Appliances such as 

microwave ovens, 

mixers, vacuum cleaners, 

electnc shavers 

Local oscillators 

Switches 

Motors 

Filters 

Relays 

Nonlinear circuit elements 

Circuit breakers 

Magnetic armatures 

Latching contactars 

Logic and digital circuits 

Arcing due to improper contacts 

Corona 
Rusty contacts 

Natural noise 

Terrestrial 
Atmosphencs 

Lightning 

Electrostatic discharge 

I 

Celestial 
Cosmic/Galactic nOise 

Solar noise 

Figure 3.1: Structure showing the various types and categories of EMI as taken from 
Keiser (1987) [12] 

3.3.2 Description of some types of EMI 

"Interference produced by fluorescent and neon lights has a sinusoidal waveshape with 

sharp irregular spikes"[12]. Leakage currents from heater transfomers to nearby inductive 

elements also can result in 60 Hz interference. 

Automotive sources of interference are the ignition system, generator, voltage regulator, 

and directional lights switch, windshield wiper motor, fan and hooter [12]. These sources 

are responsible for both conducted and radiated interference. The ignition system is one 

of the strongest sources of broadband interference. The spectrum of this noise has a fun

damental low frequency component with a multiple number of harmonics and transients 

that stretch from 10 MHz to well over 100 MHz [12]. Automotive noise tend to be verti

cally polarised especially below 100 MHz [12]. A possibility of a motor vehicle coming 

into the area where measurements are being conducted exists. Therefore, knowing the 

different types of EMI generated by motor vehicles is important. 

3.3.3 Escape Mechanisms 

Electromagnetic energy is released into the environment as result of case discontinuities, 

coupling, radiation, and conduction [12]. In the case of RFI Measurement System 2, it 

was found that a vast majority ofthe EMI were self-induced and escaped from the primary 

equipment (such as the spectrum analyzer, UPS, control PC and the electronics control 

box) to its immediate surrounding via coupling, radiation and due to the discontinuities 

and or openings in the casing of these equipments. 
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3.3.4 EMC testing 

EMC testing involves performing pertinent tests at components, subsystem, and system 

level. The entire methodology of EMC testing has been discussed at length by Bernard 

Keiser [12]. This methodology proposes that an EMC test plan be written. The test 

plan itself is based on the EMC control plan which is written early on during system 

development. Contents of the EMC test plan and test plan procedures is dealt with by 

Bernard Keiser [12]. 

In my audit of the SA SKA documentation, I found no documentary evidence to suggest 

that a testing plan existed and I was clearly convinced that EMC testing was performed 

on an ad hoc basis, if and when EMI was encountered. This lack of a proper testing plan 

was in itself a manifestation of a much greater wide problem arising from the fact that 

the system itself was not developed in accordance with any of the well known system 

development approaches but was done in an ad hoc manner. Obviously this was no fault 

of the SA SKA team but was due to the tight time deadlines imposed on the team by the 

International SKA body. Having said this, however, it is very important that I make it 

clear that the SA SKA team spent a great deal of time and money on EMC testing and 

preventative measures. Evidence of this, was by the employment of MESA Solutions 

(Pty) Ltd, a company specializing in RFI measurements in order to perform EMIlEMC 

tests and to offer advice on how to keep self-induced RFI at bay. MESA conducted EMI 

tests on the RFI Measurement System 2 at the Houwteq anechoic chamber. As a result 

of these tests and advice, various strategies were adopted to deal with this issue. These 

are discussed in the next section. The EMI / EMC test results can be found in the bid 

documentation [27]. 

3.3.5 Preventative Measures for EMCIEMI 

Protection of sensitive devices involves both shielding of the device from exposure to 

unwanted electromagnetic emissions and containment of emissions to ensure that the de

vice does not release emissions into it surroundings. To perform this function various 

mechanisms are employed. These include grounding and shielding. 

A rule of thumb used often is to employ conductive shielding (aluminium and copper) for 

frequencies above 1000 Hz or impedance levels over 1000n. For lower frequencies and 

impedances, magnetic shielding and twisted wire pairs (inter-8 weave wire) are employed. 

Magnetic shielding is achieved by using super-malloy and mu-metal materials [33]. 

As already pointed out in preceeding Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, EMI manifestations were 

observed during system testing and preventative steps to deal with this crucial issue were 

taken. These measures included defeating the self induced RFI by placing the UPS and 

the other primary equipments in Faraday cages made of copper sheeting and brass wire 

mesh for physical access to power buttons and other control knobs. Seams were sealed 
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with aluminium tape to prevent radiation from small openings between joints and feed 

cables were re-routed and bound with ferrite chokes to prevent coupling. 

Routes of common mode currents were identified and a low impedance busbar was in

stalled to offer a much improved grounding and an alternative low impedance path so as 

to constrain stray currents. Detailed explainations can be found in the bid document. 

3.4 Various subsystems of the RFI Measuring System 

On page 349-351, Bernard Keiser[ 12] documents the basic blocks of an EMI Measuring 

system. These blocks lay the foundation for any EMI Measuring system (both automated 

and non-automated). We enumarate these as: 

1. Antenna, 

2. Attenuators, 

3. Mixers, 

4. Filters, 

5. Oscillators, 

6. Receivers, 

7. Detectors, 

8. Display devices, and 

9. Amplifiers. 

In this section, we attempt to unpack and show the basic blocks of a typical RFI mea

surement system. By doing this we hope to allow the reader to come to some sort of 

conclusion as to whether the SA SKA RFI System was designed in accordance with es

tablished norms. 

3.5 Receivers 

3.5.1 Receiver characteristics 

The main performance characteristics of a receiver are its sensitivity, dynamic range, lin

earity, spurious response, selectivity and frequency settling time[21, 30]. These charac

teristics are largely influenced by the noise induced and by the intermodulation products 

generated in the system. Other good characteristics are the ability of the receiver to offer 
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interference-free signal detection, especially in the presence of a large number of very 

strong and undesirable signals. 

The performance of a receiving device, circuit or equipment (such as a spectrum analyzer 

or RFI measuring system) and its contribution to the performance of a system depends, 

in large, on characteristics such as sensitivity, dynamic range, linearity, selectivity, spuri

ous response, immunisation from strong signals at the input and the ability to withstand 

and operate with very little or no adverse effects from internal and external interference. 

These characteristics are major determinants of receiver performance and subsequently 

any variation in their values affects the performance of the receiver. These characteris

tics in-tum are measured by such parameters as signal-to-noise ratio (SIN), noise factor 

(K), noise figure (NF), temperature, second and third order intermodulation products, 

third-order intercepts (Tal), second-order intercepts (Sal), I-dB gain compression point, 

Displayed Average Noise Level (DANL) and Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR), 

gain, Automatic Gain Control and spurious free range [15, 21, 22, 30], 

These parameters are excellent measures of the receiver characteristics. They allow for 

inferences to be made as to the minimum and maximum levels required for the input 

signal to be detectable[21, 22] and constitute the electrical specifications of the receiver. 

By adjusting and manipulating these parameters, the receiver characteristics can be al

tered, the performance controlled and a criterion for the assessment of the technical com

petence of the RFI Measuring Systems can be derived. 

On page 45, Rohde & Bucher[30] state the following: 

"The capabilities of a receiver are best appreciated from its electrical specifi

cations". 

This statement is a direct indictment of what is required in order to arrive at a prudent 

conclusion regarding the competence of the RFI systems. 

By studying the electrical specifications and the EMC nature of the receiver, the capabili

ties of the receiver can be established and the competence of the system determined. 

The evaluation of the technical competence of the RFI Measuring systems will, therefore, 

be conducted in accordance with the following check-list: 

1. Adherence of the system to the technical requirements of the protocol, 

2. The presence of self-generated EMI, and 

3. Proper system design considerations. 

3.5.2 Selectivity 

Selectivity is defined as the ability of the receiver to select and tune into a particular de

sired frequency whilst rejecting adjacent channels, image frequency and interference[18]. 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Ideally selectivity should be performed using a narrow bandpass filter at the RF stage. 

However, it has been noted that such filters are impossible to attain at RF frequencies and 

thus a method of down converting to IF stage and then using a sharp cut off bandpass filter 

to select the desired frequency band is employed. 

There are various receiver circuits such as TRF receiver, homodyne and superheterodyne 

receivers. The latter receiver is the most popular receiver and thus will be discussed here. 

The block diagram below depicts the basic diagram of the superheterodyne receiver. This 

receiver uses a bandpass filter to select the desired RF frequency and then down converting 

this to a fixed intermediate frequency IF using a local oscillator. The baseband signal is 

recovered by filtering the IF signal. The Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) is used at the front

end to amplify the relatively weak signal whilst preventing the insertion of additional 

noise. This amplifier should have a low noise factor and enough gain to boost the weak 

desired signal to acceptable levels above the noise floor so that the desired signal becomes 

pronounced and dominant. The amount of gain required is limited to the handling power 

of the mixer and the SIN ratios desired at the output. 

3.5.3 Nonlinearities, TOI, SOl, Linearity and Sensitivity in circuits 

Nonlinearity is the effect introduced by the presence of non-linear voltage-current charac

teristic in either passive or active devices. In passive components such as ferrite isolators, 

filters, connectors and cables, nonlinearity is due to the non-linear input/output character

istics of the material from which these components are manufactured. Nonlinearity also 

occurs in non-similar metallic contacts and broken or corroded junctions where the metal 

surfaces are exposed to the atmosphere and are thus oxidised. 

Networks containing semiconductor devices such as amplifiers, rectifiers, mixers, oscilla

tors, transistors, and diodes, exhibit nonlinearity and rely on nonlinearity effects for their 

proper functioning, as their output does not always follow their input [21]. However, in 

other devices this effect can be cumbersome. In mixers, nonlinearity causes distortion. 

Distortion reduces and limits the operation range of the device or system. 

In receiver circuits, the distorted signal may combine with the input signal to form a 

signal with frequencies close to the useful tuned frequency of the receiver or device. This 

combination effect is known as intermodulation. 

Nonlinear effects in mixers, amplifiers create intermodulation products (difference-frequency 

distortion or sum and difference). The frequency of intermodulation products are given 

by 

pi) ±qh ±rh ± .... ±zin (3.1) 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

or 

f = I mfRF - nfw I (3.2) 

where fjis the intermodulation frequency and p, q, r, z, m and n are integers the sum of 

which defines the intermodulation order. The third order product and the third harmonic 

are the strongest signals generated [12]. The intermodulation products of both even

numbered and odd-numbered order may be a source of interference [21]. 

It has also been pointed out in the preceeding sections that all real devices have at least 

a small loss and thus exhibit nonlinear behaviour at one point or another. Furthermore, a 

receiver is exposed to a large number of signals. Some of these signals are so strong that 

they exceed the rejection of the selective circuits and can cause immediate damage to an 

unprotected receiver or generally cause distortion, whilst others are so weak that they are 

masked by the inherent noise of the receiver. It is thus crucial that devices be operated 

within their useful range of competence. Such a range is called the dynamic range of 

the device and is defined as the ratio of the maximum allowable power to the minimum 

allowable power level [ 18, 30]. The maximum power must be of such a nature that it 

causes 'maximum tolerable distortion' or that it is not so strong that it causes 'the weak 

signal to become unacceptable' and the minimum allowable power must be such that it 

has the 'minimum allowable SIN ratio' [30J. The above definition is more appropriate 

when referring to the entire receiving system. 

When discussing individual components such as an amplifier or mixer, it is better to de

fine dynamic range in terms of the I-dB compression point (the first point at which the 

input-output curve deviates from its linear characteristic by I-dB, where gain compression 

exists and where the mixer becomes saturated) and also in terms of the third-order inter

modulation distortion or harmonic suppression. The linear dynamic range is restricted at 

the low end by the average noise floor or phase noise and at the high end by the I-dB com

pression point [18, 21, 38, 22]. When the input signal exceeds the linear dynamic range of 

the individual components, harmonics and intermodulation distortions are generated [38]. 

The diagram below shows the linear dynamic range as well as the spurious-free dynamic 

range. The dynamic range is dependant on the signal level at the mixer [22]. 

Mixers, amplifiers and effects such as desensitization, distortion performance, broadband 

noise floor, cross-modulation, LO phase noise, blocking, spurious signals (signals pro

duced by the receiver in the absence of an input) limit the system dynamic range and 

contribute significantly to the generation of spurious responses [38, 30, 22J. Spurious 

responses occur when spurious signals or other strong signals at frequencies, other than 

that to which the receiver is tuned, leak into the circuit via unsuspected paths and pro

duce an output [30]. Sources of spurious signals are power supply harmonics, parasitic 

oscillations in amplifiers and IF subharmonics due to feedback and non-linearities [30J. 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

On the other hand, the spurious-free or intermodulation-free dynamic range or maximum 

harmonic suppression point is bounded by the noise floor at one end and by the maxi

mum level at which the third-order intermodulation products or higher order harmonics 

becomes equal to the noise level [18, 21]. For a mixer, the noise power levels at which 

this occurs is given by the following formula: 

where 

-174dBm + lO.log(BN,IF) + NF - Lmix 

LN,rel = relative noise level referred to mixer level, in dB 

Lmix = mixer level, in dBm 

LN = noise level, in dBm 

BN,IF= noise bandwidth of resolution filter, in Hz 

NF = noise figure of spectrum analyzer, in dB 

(3.3) 

It can be seen that the power level is dependent on both the mixer level as well as the 

bandwidth and that reduction in bandwidth leads to an improvement in dynamic range 

[22]. 

The relative level of the nth-order intermodulation products is given by 

where 

LIM3.rel 

LIMn ,rei -(n-l)(IPnin-Lmix) (3.4) 

= relative level of nth order intermodulation products referred to mixer level, 

in dB 

= input intercept point of nth order of spectrum analyzer (RF attenuation a 
dB) 

Lmix = mixer level, in dBm 

For third order intermodulation products, n=3. 

The relative level of 2nd order distortion products (2nd order harmonics) is 

Lk2 ,rel (3.5) 

where 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Lk2,rel = relative level of 2nd order distortion products referred to mixer level, in dB 

= input second harmonic intercept of spectrum analyser, in dBm 

The point where the third-order distortion equals the mixer level is know as the third

order intercept point or it is the point where the second harmonic of the input signal at the 

output of the network is equal to the level of the fundamental [21], It is also a measure of 

the dynamic range. This theoretical point is derived from the graph and is not an actual 

measured point. At this point, the mixer would be driven into saturation [22]. 

The third-order intercept is given by 

where 

d 
TOI = Afund - 2" 

TOIlIP3in = Third-order intercept point, 

AfundlLin = level of the fundamental or of one of the inputs in dBm 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

d/aIM3 = level difference in dBc between the fundamental of the input signal and the 

intermodulation distortion products (intermodulation-free dynamic range)[21, 

22]. 

The nth-order intercepts are given by 

aIMn 
IPnin = -- + Lin 

n-l 
(3.8) 

For a cascaded two stage network, the nth order intercept point are given from the follwo

ing equation: 

( 

({P3 ill .1 +gl ) ({P3 in .1 )) 

IP3in.total = IP3 in ,1 + IP3 in ,2 - to.log to 10 + 10 -10- (3.9) 

where, 

IP3in,total = 3rd order input intercept of cascaded stages, in dBm 

IP3in.1 = 3rd order input intercept points of individual stage 1, in dBm 

IP3in,2 = 3rd order input intercept points of individual stage 2, in dBm 

g I = gain factor of first stage, in dB [21] 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Since the upper limit of the spurious-free dynamic range is the point where the odd-order 

intermodulation products are equal to the noise level, it follows therefore that this occurs 

where Equation 3.3 equals Equation 3.4. 

Therefore, the maximum dynamic range occurs where the noise level equals the inter

modulation distortion level and is given by the following equation 

(n-l) n-l 
DRma., = (IPnin - LN) = -- (IPnin + 174dBm - 1O.log(BN IF) - NF) (3.10) 

n n ' 

or in terms of the harmonic suppression, it is given by the following equation 

n-l n-l 
DRmax = -- (SH1in - LN) = -- (SH1in + 174dBm - 10. log (BN,IF ) - NF) (3.11) 

n n 

Since the dynamic range depends on the input at the mixer, the optimum mixer level at 

which the maximum dynamic range occurs is given by[21, 22] 

(n - I )IPnin - I 74dBm + 1O.log(BN.IF) + NF 
Lmix.opt = -'----=--------------=--'-----'----. n (3.12) 

The maximum harmonic suppression is given by 

L. _ SH1in - 174dBm + 10.log(BN.IF) + NF 
mlx,opt - --------2----'----'---- (3.13) 

The optimum mixer level is achieved by varying the attenuation at the input. A variation 

of the attenuation at the input by !1dB causes the harmonic level to vary by the n = !1dB. 

The precise attenuation value at which this optimum occurs is given by 

(3.14) 

aRF = RF attenuation, in dB 

Lin = signal level at spectrum analyzer input, in dBm 

Lmix = mixer level to be set, in dBm[21] 

When electronic devices are fed with too little power for their proper functioning, the 

charged carriers within the device move about randomly thus generating thermal noise. 

However, when devices are fed with too much power, material breakdown occurs within 

the device leading to energy being dissipated into the immediate surroundings. This once, 

again introduces electromagnetic interference. The minimum allowable power level is 
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of linear dynamic and spurious free dynamic range (from[18]) 
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Figure 3.3: Dynamic range versus distortion and noise (from[22]) 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

sometimes referred to as the minimum detectable signal level (MDS) and is defined as 

the minimum power level that a receiver requires in order to be able to convert the signal 

to meaningful information [18]. The MDS level forms the sensitivity of the receiver, and 

the point at which this minimum level is taken is established by a predefined and desired 

signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver. The sensitivity of the receiver can also be expressed 

in terms of voltage according to the following expression: 

(3.15) 

Simin = KB(TA+(F-l)To)(SO) 
No min 

(3.16) 

where Zo is the antenna input impedance which is generally taken as son; K is the Boltz

man Constant; B is the bandwidth and F and TAare the noise factor and antenna tempera

ture respectively [18]. 

In radio astronomy, sensitivity is referenced to the antenna and is given in units of Jansky. 

The fact that radio receivers have to detect extremely low levels of signals of the order 

of -110 dBm implies that they have to be capable of boosting these low lying signals to 

acceptable limits for proper translation into meaningful information [18]. This means that 

they have to have high gain as high as 100 to 120 dB which must be spread over the RF, 

IF and baseband stages in order to avoid oscillation and instability. Good design practices 

require that no more than 50 - 60 dB be concentrated at one stage. 

In contrast, however, other signals are intercepted at extremely high power levels which 

are dangerous to the receiver as they can cause component damage. These signals could 

be greater than the noise power level by 100 dB or more for communications receivers 

[30]. It follows therefore, that some form of gain control is needed. This gain varying 

function is achieved using an automated gain control attenuator which is normally inserted 

at the IF stage. In some receiver, however, it is placed at the RF stage. Placing the AGC 

at the RF stage runs the risk of amplifying the noise as well, and corrupting the SIN ratio. 

The steady-state, control range, input-output curve, attack and delay times are some of 

the key or capital characteristics of an AGC [30]. Attack and decay times are crucial as 

they determine the response time of the AGe. An AGC which responds too fast or too 

slow may introduce ringing effects, and may cause instability in the output baseband or IF 

voltages. Care should, therefore, be exercised and adherence to the input-output curves of 

the AGC is a necessity. The curve show a small linear region, followed by a steady-state 

region and a region where the output starts to decrease [30]. 

The difference between the point where the output starts to decrease and the region where 

the linear relationship ends is known as the control range. 
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Figure 3.4: Representative input-output AGe curves (from [30]) 

On the other hand, the allowable maximum power level or threshold of a receiver can also 

be determined by analysing the third order intercept point of the input of the receiver. The 

third-order point is defined as the point at which the extrapolation of the linear region of 

the first order harmonic of signal intercepts that of the third order harmonic. Operating 

the receiver beyond this point invariably lead to intermodulation distortion. See Figure 

3.3 above. 

3.6 Amplifiers 

There are three categories of amplifiers i.e low noise, power amplifiers and IF amplifiers. 

The latter being used in the IF stage. Important design consideration include the power 

gain, intercepts and noise figure (which is the noise factor expressed in decibels). 

3.7 Filters 

Filters are used to pass frequency components of signals below the frequency cut-off 

(low noise) whilst rejecting high frequency components, to pass frequency components 

of signals above a certain cut-off frequency as well as to pass the frequency components 

at the pass band of the filter. 

An ideal filter should have zero insertion loss (at the pass band), infinite attenuation at 

stop band and a linear response at pass band to avoid distortion. The important filter 

parameters to be considered are the cut-off frequency, insertion loss, filter ripple and out 

of band attenuation measured in dB's per decade of frequency. The power loss ratio of a 

filter is defined as the ratio of the power available from the source to the power delivered to 

the load. Insertion loss is defined as the amount of attenuation seen by the signal through 
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the pass band of the filter. 

3.8 Mixers 

Mixers are non-linear devices [22]. As already pointed out previously, non-linearity re

sults in distortion. Therefore, the mixer generates distortion of its own. 

3.9 Antenna design 

The antenna is by far the most crucial component of any receiving system. Therefore, 

design of this component and/or its proper selection is paramount. 

An antenna can be characterized according to the following parameters: 

1. Its radiation resistance; 

2. Its radiation pattern; 

3. The beamwidth and gain of its main lobe; 

4. The position and magnitude of its side lobes; 

5. The magnitude of its back lobe; 

6. Its bandwidth; 

7. Its aperture; 

8. Its antenna correction factor; 

9. The polarization of its electric fields that it transmits or receives; 

10. The power that it can handle in the case of a transmitting antenna[ 41] 

This section "unpacks" the above-mentioned characteristics in greater detail. 

3.9.1 Radiation Resistance 

If an antenna is considered as a load that terminates the feeder transmission line, it would 

have both a self impedance and mutual impedance. The self impedance is the impedance 

that would be measured at the terminals of the antenna when it is in free space, whereas 

the mutual impedance is due to coupling between the antenna and the source. 

The self impedance is given by the equation: Za = Ra + jXa, where Rais the real antenna 

resistance accounting for the power absorbed and re-radiated by the antenna and Xais 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

the self-reactance. The real antenna resistance Ra = Rr + R/, where Rris the radiation 

resistance and R1is the loss ohmic resistance which contributes to the loss of effiency of 

the antenna[41]. 

3.9.2 Radiation Pattern 

It has already been mentioned that the antenna absorbs or radiates power. The power 

radiated is given by 

(3.17) 

where I is the current induced in the antenna[ 41]. This power is radiated in space in a 

pattern which is known as the radiation pattern of the antenna. 

Since the antenna is a reciprocal device (radiates or receives electro-magnetic energy in 

the same way), the radiation pattern of an antenna is the same, irrespective of whether 

the antenna is transmitting or receiving power. The received or radiated power is at its 

maximum along its boresight which is usually plotted at 0 dB. At this position, most of 

the power is concentrated in the main lobe. When the power is radiated uniformly in all 

direction, an omni-directional pattern is achieved and if this power is uniform, isotropic 

radiation is obtained. From the above, and in order to achieve uniform radiation in all 

direction, the isotropic radiator would have to be a point source. 

The radiation pattern is significant in that it displays, graphically, the power level of the 

main beam as well as the side lobes. It provides such useful information as the beamwidth, 

directivity, gain, position of nulls and front to back ratio. 

3.9.3 Beamwidth and Gain of an antenna 

The beamwidth of an antenna, is the width in degrees or radians of the main beam of 

radiation taken at boresight. The 3dB or half-power beamwidth is most commonly used 

and is defined as "the width in degrees or radians at the points on either side of the main 

beam where the radiated power is half the maximum valuer 41]." 

The SKA Protocol refers to the 6dB beam width, which similarly, would be defined as 

"the width in degrees or radians at the points on either side of the main beam where the 

radiated power is one quarter of the maximum value." 

The gain of the antenna is defined as "4n times the ratio of the radiation intensity in a 

given direction to the total power radiated by the antenna. The gain of an antenna is 

calculated from the following formula: 

G TJD (3.18) 
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where 1] is the efficiency of the antenna (which normally vary between 50% and 90% and 

is less than unity) and D is the directivity which is the ratio of the maximum radiation from 

a lossless antenna and the average radiation antenna from an isotropic antenna. The gain 

can be considered as "a measure of the ability of the antenna to concentrate the energy 

into a smaller number of angles"[41]. 

3.9.4 The position and magnitude of its side lobes 

An antenna radiation pattern has a main beam of radiation together with a back lobe and 

numerous side lobes. The "near-in" lobes are often referred to as side lobes[41]. A side 

lobe is defined as "the peak, where the difference between the peak and an adjacent trough 

is at least 3dB"[41]. A symmetrical antenna will have positive and negative sets of side 

lobes with respect to the main lobe. The position and magnitude of the side lobes can be 

accurately calculated using spectral analysis theory. 

The position and magnitude of the antenna side lobes is a critical and important char

acteristic in Radio Frequency system design. Most RF designs aim to reduce or totally 

suppress such side lobes. This is due to a desire, by the frequency planning authorities, to 

conserve natural resources such as bandwidth and to enable the radio frequency spectrum 

to be shared amongst many users. The frequency planning authorities sometimes dictate 

what the threshold level of side lobes should be and impose hefty fines on defaulters. For 

this reason, side lobes are an unwanted "nightmare" to RF system designers. The magni

tude of the back lobe with respect to the main beam defines the front-to-back ratio which 

is a "measure of the ability of the antenna to concentrate the beam in the required foward 

direction" . 

3.9.5 Bandwidth 

Bandwidth can be defined as "the range of usable frequencies" which a signal occupies. 

Frequency usability is defined by the power or voltage levels of the detected signal and is 

often taken at 50% or 70% respectively. Although, a range of frequencies is often quoted, 

bandwidth itself is an "absolute" value which is measured in Hz. 

The relation below defines bandwidth in percentage form: 

I1f 
B = f x 100% (3.19) 

Antennas operate efficiently and exhibit optimum performance at frequency ranges for 

which they are designed. Outside of these frequency ranges, the signal may be degraded 

or completely undetactable. 

Bandwidth is an expensive natural resource which is protected by international conven

tions and is assigned and allocated by the national telecommunications and broadcasting 
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regulatory authority of individual countries. 

3.9.6 Antenna Aperture 

The aperture size of the antenna is related to its beam width and gain. The larger the 

aperture, the narrower the beamwidth and the higher the gain for any given frequency [4 1]. 

The magnitude of the effective aperture is sometimes expressed in terms of wavelengths. 

For narrowband or single frequency signals, the size of the aperture can be expressed in 

wavelenghts and its physical size can be deduced. However, for broadband applications, 

the physical dimensions may not resemble the wavelengths of operation. The effective 

aperture, Aeff, wavelength, It and gain, G, of the antenna are related by the following 

mathematical expression: 

G (3.20) 

This equation illustrates an important point, that is, the larger the effective area of an 

antenna, the bigger the gain. By substituting It = 7' the above equation can be recast to 

G (3.21) 

This equation clearly defines the gain of an antenna as a function of frequency. If the gain 

of the antenna is held constant, the equation shows that the effective area, Aejj, decreases 

with increasing frequency and vice-versa. This point was consistent with the design of 

RFI systems 1,2,3 which comprised two antennas. A physically larger antenna (R&S HL 

033) covering the frequency range from 80 MHz to 2 GHz and a much smaller antenna 

(R&S HL 050) covering the frequency range from 800 MHz to 26 GHz. 

3.9.7 Antenna Correction Factor 

When electric field strength measurements are required, the reading at the receiver (which 

is usually in Volts or JiV) is converted to the electric field strength by use of the antenna 

correction factor, k (units of m- I ). The antenna correction factor is defined "as a term or 

factor that is applied to the reading of the receiver so that the reading can be converted 

to the field strength in either volts per metre (electric field strength) or amperes per metre 

(magnetic field strength)". 

This antenna correction factor or k-factor as it is generally known, compensates for the 

following: 

1. The effective height or length of the antenna; 

2. The loss in the balun matching network between the antenna and the balun; 
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3. The loss due to mismatch between the balun matching network and the transmission 

line that connects the balun to the receiver; 

4. The loss due to the total length of the transmission line cables between the antenna 

and the receiver[41]; 

In linear terms correction factor is the ratio of electric field strength to the receiver voltage 
. k E 
I.e = V. 

From the practical gain, the antenna factor becomes: 

k =qx (3.22) 

where q=2 for asymmetric antennas in which the conducting surfaces are not actually 

physically part of the antenna and q=l in other cases; Zo = Impedance of free space 

20:::::; 120n. By substitution, 

k 
9.73 

/L.ve 
In logarithmic (dB) units the antenna factor, k equals to: 

k = 20Log (fMHz) - GdBi - 29.79 

3.9.8 Polarization 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

This term describes the shape and orientation of the electric or magnetic field vector as it 

varies with time in space. The shape and orientation can be linear and circular or elliptical. 

Linear polarization give rise to vertical and horizontal polarization. What is important is 

that the polarization of the receiving antenna must match that of the incident wave in order 

to extract the most power. 

3.10 Noise 

Noise is a random signal defined as "any unwanted disturbance that obscures or interferes 

with a desired signal"[12, 15, 24, 33]. It consists of frequency components whose am

plitudes and phase cannot be predicted at any instance in time and sets the limit for the 

dynamic range and the minimum signal that can be adequately detected and translated 

into meaningful information[33, 40]. This noise floor defines the sensitivity of a device. 

Noise affects just about every receiver characteristic and is omnipresent in most RF and 

microwave devices. It is a major downside for communications and test receiver per

formance and is the most important parameter to consider when opting to evaluate the 
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perfonnance of a radio frequency receiver[18]. Noise plays a significant role in RF and 

microwave perfonnance and metrics such as the noise figure and equivalent noise temper

ature are important perfonnance detenninants. 

In the introduction of this chapter, much has been said about the various types of noise. 

In Chapter 5, we are interested in the frequency spectrum at which noise dominates. We 

hope to use this infonnation in order to differentiate between the desired signals, RFI and 

the self-induced noise. 

RF and microwave systems can be characterized by both the equivalent noise temperature 

and noise figure. In this section, we expound on the types of noise and thoroughly review 

the characteristics of noise and the affects it has on communications and test receivers. 

It has previously been stated that noise originates from a number of sources and that these 

sources can lead to the generation of different types of noise which include shot noise, 

flicker noise, plasma noise, quantum noise and thermal noise. These types of noise have 

already been well described in the introduction. The most prevalent noise in RF and mi

crowave systems is thennal noise sometimes also referred to as Nyquist or Johnson noise. 

This is white noise which follow a random Gaussian distribution. Another important type 

of noise is phase noise. This type of noise is, however, not explored in this section. 

A vast amount of literature available seems to suggest that the thennal noise power 

delivered to a match load from a conductor or resistor or any thermal source is given 

by[18, 24, 26]: 

Pn = kToB (3.25) 

where k = Boltzman's constant = 1.38 x lO- 23 W.sec/o K; To = temperature of the con

ductor, in degrees Kelvin; B = noise bandwidth of the measuring system in hertz (Hz)[21, 

33,22] 

Fourier analysis suggests that a signal at each particular frequency has a certain amount of 

energy associated with it and that this energy can be measured[22]. At room temperature 

(K = 290 ) and at a bandwidth of I Hz, this energy or power is -204 dB or -174 dBm/Hz. 

The above equation implies that the noise power is actually the heating value of the signal 

and that a decrease in temperature leads to corresponding decrease in noise power[ 40]. 

Another implication is that a decrease in bandwidth leads to a decrease in noise power. 

The above equation is an important derivation. 

All devices such as oscillators and mixers contribute a certain amount of losses. These 

insertion losses are due to the presence of resistive components in these devices. As 

a signal travels through these devices, they add a finite amount of noise to the signal, 

degradation of the signal, thus, occurs[ 44]. This reduction in signal is measured using the 

noise figure, which is mathematically defined as 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

(3.26) 

NF = 10IogIOF (3.27) 

where F =the noise factor, NF =the noise figure, ~~ = the signal-to-noise ratio at the 

input and ~~ =the signal-to-noise ratio at the output[42]. The noise factor, F, is a key 

indicator of the performance of a RF system. The noise figure is defined as the amount 

of noise added to the output signal by the amplifier circuitry[ 18]. A low noise figure 

implies that very little noise is added by the signal hosting device and therefore, an RF 

system with smaller antennas and lower transmit power can be built for the same system 

performance[42,44]. 

For a passive lossy networks such as cables or attenuators, F = 10m and NF = a, where 

a=attenuation of network, in dB. It can be seen, therefore, that the noise figure is directly 

proportional to the attenuation and that if the attenuation is increased, the noise figure is 

likewise increased. This implies that noise is increased. 

The noise factor and equivalent noise temperature are related by 

Te = (F-l)To 

The total noise factor for a system of cascaded networks is given by 

where Fjand Gjare the noise and gain factors respectively for an individual stage. 

The equivalent noise temperature of a cascaded network is given by[18, 42] 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

Consequently, the noise power generated by these devices is, according to Equation 2.18: 

(3.31) 

where To is replaced by the equivalent noise temperature (Te). This noise power is nor

mally referenced to the input of a device. The noise power and quivalent noise temper

ature due to a passive device, such as a resistor, is minute by comparison with that from 

an active device such as a noise source. For this reason, active noise diode sources are 

usually employed. These wide-band noise sources enable and assist in the practical real

ization of the equivalent noise temperature by employing the Y-factor method[ 18]. The 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Y-factor method which is commonly used in radio astronomy to determine the receiver 

noise temperatures is defined as 

Y (3.32) 

where Phot and Pco1d are the noise powers obtained when the loads are connected to the 

device under test (OUT) and placed in a hot and cold environment respectively or basically 

switched ON and OFF in which case the subscripts hot and cold are simply replaced with 

on and off as is the case in the "Proposal to site the Square Kilometre Array[27J ." The 

Y-factor method yields the equivalent noise temperature to be[18] 

T: - That - YTcold 
e - Y-l (3.33) 

The difference between the noise power or temperature of the noise generator and the 

ambient temperature, To, is the excess noise. The excess noise ratio (ENR) is defined as: 

p. - Po T: - To 
ENR(dB) = 1010g gpo = 1010g g To (3.34) 

where Po and Pg are the respective noise power and equivalent noise temperature of the 

noise generator. 

Other practical methods discharged to determine the equivalent noise temperatures are 

the continuous wave (CW) generator (or direct gain measurement) approach. With this 

technique, a frequency synthesizer or generator of known specifications is connected di

rectly to the antenna input terminals of the front-end of the device under test (OUT). 

A spectrum analyzer is used to measure the output power for each particular frequency. 

From this information, the system gain. noise temperature and spectral flux densities are 

calculated. 

3.11 Spectrum Analyzer theory 

A spectrum analyzer resolves a signal into its discreet frequency components and mea

sures the power associated with each and every particular unit of frequency of the signal. 

The resolving power of the spectrum analyzer is governed by the resolution bandwidth 

(RBW) IF filters. 

It has already been pointed out in previous sections that all real devices exhibit power 

loss effects and generate internal noise. This equipment specific noise is inherently as 

result of the presence of passive and active devices such as mixers and filters from which 

the equipment is composed. Such noise or disturbance is largely due to the combination 

of harmonics and intermodulation products with the signal from a OUT and also due to 

the presence of spurious frequency response from the analyzer components itself.When a 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

spectrum analyzer is switched on and its input terminals terminated with a son terminator, 

noise fluctuations is observed on the graticule of the display of the analyzer. The level of 

this noise is dependent on the sensitivity of the device. However, since the purpose of 

a spectrum analyzer is to display a signal injected at its input terminals. This observed 

phenomonon is as if noise is applied at the input terminals from an external source. Hence, 

the observations constitute the Display Average Noise level[21, 2S]. 

The displayed average noise level (DANL) of the analyzer is given by 

(
k.T.BN IF) 

LDAN = 1O.10g 1.1O-3'W +NFsA -2.SdB (3.3S) 

( 
BN IF) 

LDAN = -174dBm(lHz) + 1O.log Hz dB+NFsA - 2.SdB (3.36) 

where NFsArepresents the noise figure of the spectrum analyzer and k, T, B have the same 

meaning as previously denoted [20). 

3.11.1 Spectrum analyzer performance and selection criteria 

The performance of a spectrum analyser can be measured by studying the TOI, SHI, 

I-dB gain compression and DANL, noise figure, video bandwidth (VBW), resolution 

bandwidth (RBW) and Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR)[22). Spectrum analyzers 

should provide a display of the signal which is distortion-free. Another essential crite

rion for the assessment of a spectrum analyser is linearity[21]. The input intercept point 

(with OdB RF attenuation) is always stated in the analyzer specifications. The higher the 

specified intercept point the more linear the spectrum analyzer and the larger the dynamic 

range. 

3.11.2 Spectrum analyzer sensitivity and noise 

The sensitivity limit of the spectrum analyzer is by definition, the minimum level of an 

input signal which causes a 3-dB change in the noise level as viewed on the display of 

the analyzer[21]. This is also called the minimum detectable signal. Since the analyzer 

is calibrated to reflect the noise at its input, the noise presented at the display repre

sents an effective noise referenced to the input of the analyzer, it follows therefore, that 

10.log (s + n) = 3dB which implies that s + n = 2 [22]. 

The maximum sensitivity is attained by setting the attenuation to 0 dB, minimizing the 

RBW, using log power averaging and connecting a high gain, low noise pre-amplifier to 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

the spectrum analyzer[46]. It is for this reason that the SA SKA team included two pre

amplifiers, for each frequency band, in the design of RFI Measurement System 2. High 

sensitivity of the analyzer is especially important for applications in which the resolution 

bandwidth is prescribed by standards such as the SKA protocol. In these cases reduction 

of the resolution bandwidth is not permitted and hence the displayed noise cannot be 

reduced further than that which is prescribed. Trade-off between low displayed noise and 

high measurement speed must be maintained. 

For the display of signals with very low SIN ratio, it is important to reduce the video band

width, as well as, the resolution bandwidth by use of narrowband filters with low sensi

tivities or to increase sweep time when using RMS detectors. The trace is thus smoothed 

and the signal is clearly displayed. To reduce the displayed noise, the resolution band

width is reduced further. Spectrum analyzers featuring a low noise figure allow the use 

of greater resolution bandwidths and and hence shorter sweep times. If the sensitivity of 

the spectrum analyzer is not satisfactory, a pre-amplifier can be used. This however, can 

degrade the noise figure by increasing the noise as both the signal of interest and the unde

sirable noise is amplified [21]. The Agilent 8563EC spectrum analyser circumvents this 

problem by employing a logarithmic amplifier, which amplifies lower amplitude signals 

more than higher amplitude signals [22]. This means that the higher noise values are not 

amplified as much as the lower values. This results in an output at the envelope detector 

which resembles a skewed Rayleigh distribution with a mean value of 1.253cr. Averaging 

over number of traces results in a mean value which is 1.45 dB lower. Since the analyser 

is a peak responding voltmeter calibrated to indicate the RMS value, it is necessary to 

convert from peak to RMS. The analyser does this conversion by multiplying the readout 

by 0.707. Scaling the mean value of the Rayleigh distributed noise results in 0.886cr or 

1.05 dB below cr. In total therefore, the DANL is 1.05 + 1.45 = 2.5 dB too low. This is 

the reason for the correction factor of -2.5 dB mentioned in Equations 3.34 and 3.35 [22]. 

3.11.3 Spectrum Analyzer operation and functionality 

The sweep time of the analyzer is set automatically to account for the RBW, span and 

VBW[22]. In the AUTO mode, the relationship between VBW and RBW is that the 

VBW is equal to 3 times the RBW for SINE[20]. For sinusoidal signals with high SIN 

ratio the video bandwidth is usually set equal to or larger than the RBW. For pulsed signals 

VBW is taken to be greater than or equal to 10 times the RBW and the spectrum analyzer 

has to be set to MANUAL. For low SIN the VBW is made substantially less[20]. The 

recommended settings of VBW in relation to RBW depends on the application. 
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Figure 3.5: Block diagrams of a classic superheterodyne spectrum analyzer (from[22, 40]) 

3.12 Summary 

This chapter discussed the various types of EMI and RFI which was likely to be encoun

tered during the design, development and implementation of RF measurement systems, as 

well as, presented some of the mechanisms that can be used to combat internally gener

ated EM!. A discussion surrounding the EMI problems encountered by the SA SKA team 

during the development of RFI Measurement System 2 is also facilitated. The various 

components used in the development of RFI Measurement System 2 and their operation 

and parameters of importance are outlined. The key properties of antennas are referred 

to and concepts such as the k-factor are explained. The concept of noise as encountered 

in electronic communication systems is discussed in detail. The chapter ends by looking 

at the theory and operation of the spectrum analyser. Key concepts such as RBW, sweep 

time, frequency bin, integration time, VBW, DANL are defined. The reason for adding 

the -2.5 dB correction factor to the results is discussed in depth. 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation of the SKA protocol in 

South Africa 

In this chapter a review of the interpretation and implementation of the SKA protocol in 

South Africa is presented. A block diagram of the system (RFI Measurement System 2) 

that was mostly utilized by the SA SKA team at the core site named K3 is revealed and 

a good description and theoretical interpretation and analysis of the systems is further 

outlined. 

The calibration procedures (as used by the SA SKA team) are uncovered and the dif

ferences in calibration results between the various methods (i.e method of direct mea

surement versus noise diode calibration method) are recorded and the reason for these 

differences is studied and explained in greater detail. The performance of the spectrum 

analyser as a scanning receiver is reviewed in greater depth. 

This chapter is a detailed dossier outlining "what the SA SKA team did and how they went 

abollt doing it". By comparing "what the SA SKA team was supposed to do", Chapter 2, 

with "what the SA SKA team did and how they did it" , Chapter 4, I am in a better position 

to argue as to the correctness and appropriateness of the work of the SA SKA team. 

4.1 Description of the RFI Measurement system 2 

RFI Measurement System 2 is a fully automated system designed to scan from 70 MHz to 

26.5 GHz. The block diagram of the entire system is depicted by Figure 4.1 below. The 

diagram shows two vertically polarized antennas, R&S HL 033 and R&S HL 050, atop 

an adjustable Clark Rotating Mast capable of achieving the required height of 5 metres. 

The antennas are connected to a G-5500 YAESU Rotator. The G-5500 YAESU Rotator 

rotates in such an manner as to change the polarization of the antennas from vertical to 

horizontal and vice-versa. The system was designed to offer both horizontal and vertical 

polarization in keeping with the stipulation and recommendations of the SKA Protocol 
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[9]. 

RF Cable 
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SPECTRUM 

ANALYSER 

USB - GPIB Connector 

RS 232 Interface F=1 
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OeD C 
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram showing the complete RFI Measurement System 2 

The rotating mast is used to change the pointing direction of the antennas in order to 

achieve the full 3600 coverage in the azimuth plane. Since the chosen antennas were 

directional and therefore possessing limited azimuthal coverage, a number of pointing di

rections were to be affected in order to achieve the full 3600 coverage as required by the 

"protocol"[9]. In the case of the R&S HL 033 log-periodic antenna, three pointing direc

tions were conducted for each polarization. For the R&S HL 050 log-periodic antenna, 

five pointing directions were implemented to achieve the same azimuthal coverage. The 

reason for the differences in the number of pointing directions is contained in the radiation 

beam pattern of the antennas. The graphical image, Figure 4.2, below, is an illustration of 

the beam pattern of the two antennas. 

The following equation was used to ascertain the number of pointings, N, to be achieved, 

N 
3600 

BW 
(4.1) 

where BW is the beamwidth taken at the -6dB point [9, 17,27]. At this point the power 
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.• 

Figure -1.2: Radiation b/,am pattern, of R&S HI. 033 (ldi)[:'i31 and R&S HL 050 (right) 
r~1 antennas 

ii; n:duc~d to one quarter from it> maximum. Evaluation of tll<: I:>.;am pa!l~m Jur lh~ R&S 

HL 033 anlLnm at the - &1H point r~v~akd a kamwidlh angk uf 1201l '" lhc E· plane 

im plying that 3 pointing direction, are re'luired in order to achi~\'c' 3ti1P c"''Lrag~, 111<: 

11- plan~ required even less number of pointings of 2.4. Th~ SA SKA t~am docum~nt~d 

pointing vallics of 3 for both polariLatiuns Jur the R&S IlL 033 antenna, Although j)<'r

forming m~aSlltemeIllS in thre~ pointing directiun.1 Jur buth polariLations may not affect 

tb/, rewlts. it doe" how~,'er, incr~a,e th~ mea,ureTlloent time. 

From th~ radiation plot, the h~lf-power r...,~mwidth of thi, ant~nn~ i, 10ft). Sinc~ al -6tlB 

tb/, hcamwidth i, 120° and at -3d ll it i, 1(XP. this Tlloean, that when th~ anlLnna look 

angle is increa",d. its dircct ivity i, decrea,~d. The implication is that wh~n the anl~nna 

is pomung directly towards the souree of mdiation. maximum power i, rec~i ,'ed and if 

the radiating SUllrce i.1 siluat~d at an angle of &:P ur mure frum the beam centr~, th~ 

power wi ll be r~duced by as much a, 0,2'; of il.l ma.,imum. 11lis IS not an idcal si tuation, 

E'pecial! y if you wanl to ,ur\'e)' tll<; em'ironIlk:nl for strung ,ignals. I:>.;cause some mong 

signals arri"ing Ji-om angb which are f/P or more' from tll<: I:>.;am centrc wil! be strongly 

anlLnnuat~d [0 ulmo,t a quarter of it, maximum TI",,~ ,trong ,ignals cuuld than be 

tktl'Ct~d and indicaled as Weak ,ignals. Thi, i, nol good, To counter aCl this problcm, ~ 

directional antenna with a good response shuuld he employed. 

For the R&S IlL 050 ~mcnna. the bcamwidth angle in the E- plane was j<lUOO to he <)Ip 
giving -I pointing dircctions ~ccording to thc above cquation. In the 11- pl ane, B\I' yidd~d 

a valuc of 1O(jI, This im plied 3,6 pointing directions, Using th i' antcnn~, th~ SA SKA 

team chose to conduct measurClll<:nts ill fivc pointing dll'cctions 1'171 Alt hough thi, wa, 

_lightly more th~n Ihe calculated v~lue of approximalcly 4 pointing di rection,. Tk SA 
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Table 4.1: Specifications for the H&S Log-Periodic Broadband Antenna (R&S HL 033) 
and (R&S HLOSO) 

I Parameter II R&S HL 033 R&S HLOSO 

Frequency Range 80 MHz to 2 GHz 8S0 MHz to 26.S GHz 
Polarization Linear Linear 

Input Impedance son son 
Beamwidth angles at -6dB point E -120u,H -100u E - 90u,H -100u 

VSWR ~2 ~ 2.S 
Antenna Gain typo 6.S dBi typo 8.S dBi 

SKA team provided no documentary evidence or reasons for the use of the antenna with a 

greater number of pointing directions. However, it is assumed that the lack of documenta

tion of the uncertainty value of the gain of the antennas by the antenna manufacturer may 

have played a reason for this choice. Conducting measurements in five pointing directions 

may be a safe option (as it more than covers the 3600 azimuthal plane) but it does once 

again increase the measurement times. 

The diagram also depicts the interconnection of the various subsystems and clearly points 

out the type of interfaces used together with their points of interconnect. Of importance 

is the interconnection of the Agilent 8S63EC spectrum analyzer to the rest of the system. 

From the sketch it can be clearly seen that the output of the RF module is connected 

directly to the input of the spectrum analyzer via a 10 m Huber+Suhner Sucoflex_104 RF 

Coaxial Cable and that the USB port of the computer is fed from the GPIB output of the 

spectrum analyzer. This distinct arrangement allowed for the scanned field measurement 

data obtained from the spectrum analyzer to be simultaneously and remotely transferred 

to a computer for processing and storage purposes. This data is sent from the analyzer to 

the computer as traces composed of 60 I data points or trace elements. These traces are, 

under normal circumstances, stored in the spectrum analyzer as integers ranging in value 

from 0 to 600. The reason for this, is because the spectrum analyzer has a display that 

has 601 pixels on the horizontal frequency axis and 60 I on the vertical amplitude axis 

with a slight over-range of 10 pixels on the latter axis. Furthermore, the analyzer display 

has 10 fixed graticu1e divisions, implying that there are 60 data points per graticule and a 

100 dB display range. Although zero represents the bottom-left of the fixed graticule and 

600 represents the top graticule line of the spectrum analyzer display, measurements are 

nevertheless, performed with reference to the top graticule line (600thgraticule line). 

4.1.1 Data transfer from the Spectrum Analyzer to the computer 

One of the major complexities in designing a system of this nature, is that resulting from 

the transfer of data from the spectrum analyzer to the computer. Data from the 8S63EC 

Spectrum Analyzer is transferred to an external device such as a computer in five dif

ferent format modes. These modes are extensively described in the Spectrum Analyzer 
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Operations Manual. Choice of the type of mode to employ is ultimately dependent on the 

measurement speed required and on the availability of adequate computer memory. In my 

investigation, I could find no documentary evidence to inform me on the type of format 

mode used by the SA SKA team. A brief description on how the data was to be used was, 

however, provided in the FITS header files. From this description, I was able to conclude 

that the TDF-M functionality of the spectrum analyzer was invoked. In this trace data 

format, the data is transferred as measurement units rather than parameter units and the 

data is in ASCII format which allows for the data to be easily viewed as text files. Since 

the data is normally processed in the spectrum analyzer as measurement units, transfer

ring the data in this way saves on time and computer memory. This format also allows 

for each trace element or pixel (remember: there are 601 trace elements) to be stored as 

two 8 bit bytes. Representing pixels in images as byte data is a common practice. Al

though this format allows for quick aggregation, fast measurement and memory savings, 

it is nevertheless cumbersome, in that some sort of conversion technique will need to be 

applied to the output integer data values in order to enable the data to be viewed. This 

is due to the fact that, the data is stored and transferred to the PC in measurement units 

rather than parameter units. By this we mean, the conditions under which the data was 

stored are generally not transferred with the data and therefore some further processing 

of the data is required in order to reconstruct the conditions so as to view it precisely and 

accurately on a computer display. 

The formula that is generally applied to the data in order to convert the trace data elements 

(which are linear integer values) to a logarithmic scale is: 

n = RL + 10gScaie x ( 6~0 -10 diViSions) 

10 divisions 

where x = integer representation of the binary data, n= real, log data and RL= reference 

level 

Since the SA SKA team performed their measurements with reference to the -10 dBm 

level [17]. The above equation then reduces to: 

n = 
x 
--100-10 
6 

(4.2) 

In my study, it was found that SA SKA had indeed used the above formula to convert the 

measurements from linear integer values to dBm values. 
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4.2 Method and Measurements 

Section 4.2.1 below describes the way that was used to process the measurement data. 

This section is more of a statement of the method that was used rather than an assessment 

of the correctness of the methodology used by SA SKA. The discussion on whether this 

method was correct or not is a subject of the next section. 

4.2.1 Description and sources of Data 

The measurement data used in this experiment was collected by SA SKA during a two day 

measurement campaign commencing on 24 November 2005 and ending on 25 Novem

ber 2005. For the frequency scan starting from 70 MHz to 150 MHz, fifteen vertical 

polarization (3 pointing directions x 5 repetitions) and fifteen horizontal polarization (3 

pointing directions x 5 repetitions) measurements were performed. This totalled 30 full 

scan measurements contained in 6 different files. Each file contained 5 columns of TAB 

Delimited data obtained by performing a full scan measurement in one pointing direction 

five times in line with the stipulatation of the "protocol" for the band 70 MHz to 150 MHz 

as documented in Table 2.3 above. The reason for the different set of pointing directions 

has already been discussed in Section 4.1 above. This raw measurement data was then 

stored onto the computer, copied onto DVD's and delivered to the SA SKA office for 

further analysis and processing. It was later converted to the binary FITS (Flexible Image 

Transport System) format for easy transportation and handling. In my analysis, I used the 

FITS formated files (as listed Appendix A) as this was the only data format available to 

me. The important characteristic of the FITS format is that the header portion of the tile is 

separate from the data table portion. The header section is used to describe the conditions, 

assumptions and constraints under which the data was recorded. The data table portion 

contains the actual data. In this experiment, the table portion of all the FITS files that 

were used were exported as tab delimited text files. This enabled the files to be worked 

on. The measurements were obtained with the spectrum analyzer set to sample detector 

mode. The spectrum analyzer settings were as tabulated: 

Table 4.2: Spectrum analyzer setting for band 70 to 150 MHz. The values in the table 
were taken from the Fits Header files. 

I Parameter Value 

Frequency span 0.18 MHz 
RBW 3 kHz 
VBW 300Hz 

Sweep Time 0.6 sec 
No. of repetitions (successive sweeps on the analyser) 5 
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4.2.2 Data Processing Procedure 

In this experiment, all 30 measurement data sets were combined. This was done as fol

lows: 

STEP ONE: from the first file, the first row of data for each column was read and assigned 

to an array. The array was than incremented by 1. There were five columns in each file. 

This procedure was done ten times until all ten rows of data in each column in each file 

was binned into the array and then the first ten rows of data from the next file was read into 

the same array in a different cell. This operation was repeated until data from the first ten 

rows of each column for all six files was read into the array. This operation resulted in 300 

(10 rows x 5 columns x 6 files) data values being assigned into the array. This binned data 

was then sorted in ascending order and the minimum, maximum, average, 90 percentile, 

10 percentile and median values were extracted. The above statistical values were than 

stored in six different arrays each representing for example minimum values, and another 

array containing maximum values and yet another containing average values and so on 

and so forth. 

The above procedure was repeated until all rows of data from all six files was read. There 

were in total 267,445 rows of data in each columns of each file. Since each file had five 

column, this equated to (267,445 x 5x6) 8,023350 data values and 26744.5 (267445 

data values --;-10 = 26744) iterations. This means that the resultant six arrays had 26744 

rows of data representing each of the statistical values above. 

As already mentioned, each column in each file represents an entire scan from 70 MHz 

to 150 MHz. This is an equivalent bandwidth of 80000000 Hz. Dividing 80000000 by 

a RBW of 300 yields 266 666.666 data values for one scan. If the value 266,666.666 is 

divided by 600, this equates to 444.444 subscans. 

STEP Two: The data values in each resultant statistical array as defined in step one above, 

were read back. 

STEP THREE: The value read back in step two above was then converted to a dBm power 

value using Equation 4.2 and the RBW frequency corresponding to this value was deter

mined. 

STEP FOUR: Once the frequency was deduced, the receiver gain corresponding to this fre

quency was intrapolated. It is worthy to note that the receiver gain values were practically 

measured in 10 MHz frequency steps. Thus the need for intrapolation. 

STEP FIVE: Using the value read back in step two, and the frequency and corresponding 

gain of the receiver, as well as the antenna gain at that frequency, the spectral flux density 

was calculated from Equation 4.3 below. 

STEP SIX: Steps two to five were repeated 26667 times until all the binned values in the 

array were utilised. 

STEP SEVEN: The graph of spectral flux density versus frequency was then plotted. These 
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graphs are shown in Chapter 5. 

STEP EIGHT: Steps two to seven were repeated for all the statistical values i.e for the 

mean, median, maximum, minimum, 90 percentile and 10 percentiles. 

4.2.3 Measurement Schedule 

In order to perform the RFI measurements within the required SKA specifications of time, 

budget, and technical adherence as depicted in SKA Protocol, a measurement strategy 

and schedule was devised. Table 2.4 in Section 2.6 lists the dwell times, number of 

repetitions and total measurement times for each of the frequency bands to which the RFI 

measurement systems had to conform. 

If we calculate the frequency span (Span) using Equation 2.9 and a RBW of 3 KHz as 

suggested in the "protocol" and depicted in Table 2.4 we get, 

Span = (trace points - 1) x RBW = (601 - 1) x 3000 = 1.8MHz 

However, if the span is reduced to 0.18 MHz, Equation 2.7 yields a frequency bin value 

which is equal to 300 Hz (FrequencyBin = (trace S::i~tS_I) = 186~go ). This is much nar

rower than the RBW. Therefore, erroneous results are not expected. In a resolution band

width of 3 kHz as specified in the Protocol, this would imply that 10 samples would have 

to be taken. However, since there was a total of 30 scans, this implied a sample size of 300 

power values for each designated frequency. This large number of power values would 

ensure that a better approximation of the Root Mean Square (RMS) power is achieved. 

Using 300 samples for each frequency interval was, therefore, in agreement with the Lee 

Criteria [65]. Lee (1985) [65] found that in order to accurately estimate the local average 

power of a mobile radio signal, the sufficient number of samples had to be approximately 

36. In other words the greater the number of samples taken, the greater the chance of 

accurately estimating the power level of the transmitted signal. 
. .. t d x Spall b80 x 180000 

The sweep time was calculated usmg EquatiOn 2.6 as (tSH' = P RBW = 1 3000 ) and 

was found to be equal to 0.6 seconds. This implies that the time taken for each sample is 

I ms (6gi~1 x 1000). 

This value is well within the rise time value of 0.66 ms as calculated using Equation 2.10, 

(tr = R;W ), where k is assumed to be equal to 2. The above equation denotes the time 

required for the charging of filter capacitors. If this value was greater than 1 ms, than filter 

capacitors may not have been fully charged leading to loss of signal amplitude. A value 

of k = 3, would yield a rise time of 1 ms, which would be equal to the sample time of 1 ms. 
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CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SKA PROTOCOL IN SA 

4.3 RF Module of RFI System 2 

R&S HL 050 

0.8 -26 GHZ 

AFS4-00 1 00600-13-1 OP-4 

0.07 - 6 GHz 

6-12.5 GHz 

0.07 - 12.5 GHz 

AFS2- 00101200- 25- BP-2 

14 dB 

10 MHz 

Agilent 8563EC 

Spectrum Analyser 

Figure 4.3: Block Diagram of RFI System 2 (from[17]) 

The above block diagram depicts the RF module of the RFI measurement system 2 as 

was built by the SA SKA team in compliance with the recommendations of the SKA 

protocol [9]. This module comprised of two broadband log-periodic directional antennas 

for the detection of signals, varying in frequency from 70 MHz to 26.5 GHz. Selection of 

the appropriate antenna was dependent on the desired signal frequency and was done by 

using one of two switches, S 1 and S2. The detected signal was further amplified by the 

relevant amplifiers as depicted in the sketch and presented to the spectrum analyzer for 

measurement purposes. Two filters were used for image and spurious frequency rejection. 

Down conversion of the higher frequency signals was achieved by mixing the selected 

signal with a signal from a source locked to the 10 MHz reference signal derived from the 

spectrum analyzer. 

The frequency dependency of amplifiers and the fact that "a one size fits all" amplifier 

could not be found in time (due to project time constraints), resulted in the existence of 

five different signal paths representing five different frequency bands. These bands are as 

tabulated in Table 4.4 below. All signals were, however, connected to a common, 14 dB 

wide band amplifier using a I-pole 4-throw switch, S4 and delivered to the single input of 

the spectrum analyzer by means of a 10 metre low impedance sucoftex cable. The types 

and models of components used in the RF assembly are shown in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SKA PROTOCOL IN SA 

Table 4.3: Table showing the resultant frequency bands (from [17, 27]) 
I Band Number I Frequency Range I 

1. 70 MHz - 2 GHz 
2. 2 GHz - 6 GHz 
3. 6 GHz - 12.5 GHz 
4. 12.5 GHz - 18.5 GHz 
5. 18.5 GHz - 26.5 GHz 

The table below displays the gain budget of the band 1 path. Not all the tolerances of 

the respective components were recorded in the manufacturers's data sheets. For this 

reason, It was therefore decided to employ the antenna gain error estimation as used 

by the Australian team for their LOFAR experiment[73]. Tolerances for the amplifiers 

were also not specified. In this case, I used the gain flatness values as specified in the 

manufacturers's data sheets. 

Table 4.4: Table showing the resultant theoretical system gain for path 1. The information 
contained in the table was obtained form the Data Sheets of the Manufacturers of the 
various components. 

Ir--"---,C=-o-m-p-o-ne-n-t --"II-=S-pe-c-'-ifi"-e-'d-G:-a-:-in-(--'d-B-) ""11-=~=-o-::-le-ra-n-ce-s--'("""dB=-)--'1 

Antenna +6.5 ±I 
Antenna feed cable loss -0.2 ±O.l 

Switch SI -0.2 ±O.l 
Amplifier 1 +36 ±3 
Switch S4 -0.2 ±O.l 

Amplifier 2 +14 ±1.5 
Sucoflex cable -1.7 N/A 

Analyzer Correction +2.5 N/A 
Total System Gain +56.7 ±5.8 

From Table 4.5 below, the total system gain (including the antenna gain) for band I is 

found to be 56.7±5.8 dB. This means that, in theory, the total system gain should lie 

somewhere between 62.5 and 50.9 dB. In practice however, this may not be the case. 

Imperfections in the manufacturing processes could lead to the electrical, chemical and to 

some extent physical properties of components deviating from their known specifications. 

It is therefore, highly probable for the system gain to lie outside these boundries especially 

if the amplifiers are over-driven as was discovered by SA SKA during their measurement 

campaign. It is for this reason that we decided to work out the worst case and best case 

scenario. The best case scenario is when the total system gain is high and the worst 

case is when it low. By doing this, we hoped to establish whether the spectral flux density 

calculated by SA SKA was in agreement with that performed by us through the simulation 
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CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SKA PROTOCOL IN SA 

exercise. If true then we are able to confer that the calibration technique was reasonably 

sound and therefore the measurement system was adequately developed. 

It should be borne in mind that the above system gain calculation includes the gain of the 

antenna. The total system gain is than mathematically represented as follows: 

where Gsys(f) =Total System Gain as a function of frequency, Grec(f)and Gant(f)are 

equal to the gain of the receiver and the antenna respectively as a function of frequency. 

From the values in Table 4.5 above, Grec(f) = 50.2 dB. It is very important that this 

distinction be made, as the spectral flux density is calculated using Equation 4.3 below 

which shows a clear demarcation between receiver gain and antenna gain. 

1OIog(RBW[kHz]) + 20log(f[MHz]) - 95.54 (4.3) 

The above equation was used extensively by the SA SKA team and formed the cornerstone 

for most of the spectral flux density calculations [27]. The value of -95.54 arises from 

conversion of the various units. Derivation of this formula is discussed in the Appendix 

C. 

Another important consideration is that concerning the spectrum analyzer correction fac

tor of -2.5 dB. The reason for this correction factor has already been discussed in Section 

3.11.2. I was informed that the SA SKA team did not take this factor into account in their 

calculations. In my calculation I made sure that this correction factor is considered. 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter showed how the requirements of the "SKA Protocol" were addressed in 

South Africa. The design and development of the RFI Measurement System 2 was dis

cussed in greater length and the components used in the developement of the system 

were documented. The method of transferring data from the spectrum analyser to the 

computer is also detailed, so is the procedure followed in processing the vast amount of 

measurement data obtained during the measurement campaign. The chapter concludes 

by tabulating a budget of the gains and losses of individual components making up the 

system. The tolerances of the various components is also included in this table. A total 

theoretical system gain of 56.7±5.8 dB was calculated and documented. 
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Chapter 5 

Results 

In the first chapter of this document, we looked at the problems posed by RFI on radio 

telescopes and briefly discussed ways to cushion the radio telescopes against the negative 

effects of RFI. We introduced the SKA and showed how the SA SKA team fits within the 

overall structure of the International SKA Project. We further listed, in sufficient detail, 

the objectives of my research and ended the chapter by looking at the data collection 

methodology, discussing the significance of my study, as well as, the structure of my 

dissertation. 

Chapter 2 was focussed on laying out the theoretical framework for my reasearch and 

discussing the key technical concepts and knowledge required in order to fully grasp and 

appreciate this work. 

In succeeding chapters, we did not only look at what the author was required to do but 

also focussed on understanding what the SA SKA team did and how they did it. Since I 

have already explained the method used to arrive at my results, I will straight-away state 

my key findings and show how my results compare with that obtained by the SA SKA 

team. 

5.1 Design discrepencies 

After an intense study of the system a number of design anomalies were detected. Some 

of these anomalies were the result of operating some of the RF components at conditions 

which deviated from their normal operating conditions as specified on the manufacturer's 

data sheet. The first most blaring and most obvious, was that resulting from the use of the 

Log-Periodic Broadband Antenna R&S HL 033. This model of the antenna is designed 

with an operating frequency range stretching from 80 MHz to 2000 MHz. In this system, 

it was used to lock onto frequencies ranging from 70 MHz to 2000 MHz rather than from 

80 MHz to 2000 MHz. 

A very important design aspect of the log-periodic antenna is that at 'frequencies off, if, 
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CHAPTER 5. REsu r :rs 

,2/, ... , r"/ it propcrti,'s arC the same and 'Ihen t~se frequenc'ie8 are plolted on a logarilh

mic' s~ale. lllte,~ frequ"nci,''; are "lJually \p~ced' r 41 r. This mean8 that th~ perfoITIl;lTIC~ of 

tfle anl~nna i, periodi~ a,; a function of thl' logarithm of the freqn~nc'Y I ~51. f'utth~rmor~> 

if lhe 'freqlll'nci~~ are dosely 'pac,'d, the antl'nna Can provid~ uniform pelform~llC"e over 

~ wide range' [41]. We can n'~ lhi, knowkdg" in order to estimat~ the ant~nna gail1 

value, for frequ~nc'ie, hdow gO MH1,. 

n.., following diagram show, the gain wIsn, fIl'qIll'ncy eUIVC of the antenna under dis-

cnSSlOn. 

1 
• 
I 

FigUI" 5, I , Gain" FIeXjUl'ncy (from[531l 

The graph of G~in v, Frequency a' ,hown ~bm'e, confmm the fact that thl' nonnal fre

qu~nc'y of oper~tiol1 for optimum gain (kri"ation is from gO MHL to 2(0) MHL and not 

from 70 MHz as indicated hy SA SKA documentation, Funh~rmor~, it c~n be s~~n thaI 

for frequencies between 80 Mllz and 800 "!l Iz. the gain Matness is l dl-l and that at 

80 "IH£ thl' gain is appr",,,matdy ),5 dB=ldB. Thl' Implication is that it conld rang~ 

Ix't ,Wen 4.5 dB and 05 dB. 

Recall that tnc gam. G, the fr"ljuency, f, and the k-factor. k are rdat~d Ill' th~ following 

matocmatieal,'''prc"ioo, 

(5, l) 

Thi, ~qualion inform, u, lhat if lh.e k-fa~tor ~nd freqnency arl' kllown. thallthc gain Call 

lx' approximal~d, 

Since this antenna i, not designed to O(X'!"Htl' at fr"lJu,'cie\ bdow 80 MHz, this implies, 

th.erefore. that using Antenna R&S HL 033 to caiXure signals of freqn~ncies bdow 80 

Mill, could leoo to incon,htel1t and erratic result s. Anoth~r reason i, th~t ~t fr~qu~neies 

~Iow ~O MHz, itl>ecomes difhcnlt to estimate the ant~nn~ gail1 . R~callth~l Eqn~tion 43 

(which lral1s1at~s 10 P SAB) rdi~s on Ih~ antenna gain which is a function offrequenc·)'. 

This impli~, lh~l if the anl~l1l1a gain cannot he accnr~teiy ~8111nat~d lhen th~ 'p"c-lral flux 

<itensit), cannot h.e properly ~'tahli'hed. 

In my e.~periTrl<'nt , however, I u,ed lllte k-factor ,'alues as d"picted ill App'-'ndi.~ D and 

predictl'd throngh caic-uiation thaI the anl~nna k-factor drops to 2,4 dB at 70 MHz from 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 

a high of ±3 dB at 80 MHz. This value was achieved by plotting 3 dB at 80 MHz, 8 dB 

at 160 MHz and 12 dB at 240 MHz onto a graph paper and using linear interpolation, the 

k-factor at 70MHz was estimated to be 2.4 dB as already mentioned. Once the k-factor 

was known, Equation 5.1 was utilised in order to calculate the gain at 70 MHz. The gain 

was found to be 4.71±ldB. This value is in agreement and within boundary of the values 

for the 80 MHz range and is therefore acceptable. Using the MATLAB code in Appendix 

E, the k-factor values, frequencies and corresponding gain values were generated and 

subsequently the spectral flux densities were established by using Equation 4.3. 

From the numerous SA SKA documention that I perused, I could not find anything to 

inform me as to the method used by the SA SKA team to determine the gains at this 

frequency range. I was however, informed that a "rule of thumb" was used. In e-mail 

correspondance, I was informed that the SA SKA team used the property that the power 

spectrum of naturally occuring noise, s, can be approximated by s(f)a }3 [86]. The SA 

SKA team attempted to get rid of the notch at the 80 MHz, by making the assumption 

that everything below 70 MHz is noise and thus everaging the noise to look the same as 

galactic noise. This accounts for the differences in our graphs at this frequency range. 

A second important short-coming of the RFI System 2 was the use of the 36dB LNA 

(AFS4-00100600-13-lOP-4). See Appendix B. This LNA has a specified frequency op

eration values ranging from 100 MHz to 6 GHz. In this system it was used to amplify 

signals ranging from 70 MHz upwards rather than from 100 MHz. 

5.2 Analysis of results 

It has already been pointed out that some of the key deliverables required from the SA 

SKA team were that of graphs showing Spectral Flux Density (SFD) on the vertical axis 

in units of dBW/m2/Hz versus frequency in Hz. Since the purpose of the measurement 

campaign was to establish how much EM radiation was present at the prospective SKA 

sites, it therefore makes sense that the least amount (minimum), as well as, the maximum 

amount of EM energy be determined for each unit of frequency in the area. The minimum 

values determines the minimum detectable signal or the threshold noise and determines 

the sensitivity of the current system. It could also help with the future RFI mitigation 

strategies and preventative measures. The maximum is used to rank sites. 

It is also wise at this stage to note that although Johnson et al. found that a vast amount 

of RFI is detectable at very high altitudes [63,64], the RFI Measurement System 2 was 

designed to detect signals arriving from the distant horizon and not from the sky. This 

was done in adherence to the recommendations of the SKA Protocol. 

In this section, the minimum, 10 percentile, mean, median, 90 percentile and maximum 

spectral flux density plots for each unit of frequency are documented. In all cases, the top 

plot is that determined, reconstructed and generated by the author using MATLAB and 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 

following the procedures and theories as previously discussed in Chapter 2 and 4, whilst 

the bottom plot is an exact replica of the plots generated by the SA SKA team. 

5.2.1 Degree of Dispersion of Data 

Before looking at what was achieved, we thought it important to examine the actual, raw, 

uncalibrated data in order to establish first, what we should be seeing. We first calculated 

the standard deviation (for each frequency bin) in order to see how the data varies from 

the local mean (in that bin) and then by working out the coefficient of variation, we were 

able to establish the degree of dispersion of the data in each frequency bin. Recall, that 

too much variation or spread in the data is usually a sign of defect [81]. If the data is too 

widely dispersed, it could mean that: 

1. the data is corrupt, as most spectral flux density values in that frequency bin should 

lie close to each other, 

2. there were some signals which varied immensely from each other. This variation 

could have been caused by picking up intermittent signal(s) which were not present 

during the previous measurements such as frequency hopping signals or it could 

have resulted from non-standardised measurement practice (measurement at differ

ent times of the day and in different weather conditions). 

3. or it could have been simply as result of locally induced RFI. 

The plot above shows the Coefficient of Variation (COV) on the vertical axis in percentage 

versus Frequency on the horizontal axis. From, the chart above, it can been seen that 

for frequencies between 90 MHz and 110 MHz, the degree of dispersion is quite high 

reaching the highest value of 48.04 % at frequency 103 MHz. Also for frequencies of 125 

MHz, 138 MHz and 150 MHz high values of dispersion can be seen with a COV value 

of 40 % occuring at about 138 MHz. The implication of this is that we should observe 

spikes of extremely high strength at these frequencies. 

The above calculation was based on the assumption that the data used follows a Gaussian 

distribution. 

5.3 Spectral Occupancy 

In order to determine spectral activity at the Karoo 3 site, the author generated the Spectral 

Flux Density versus Frequency curves using MATLAB as shown below. 

Firstly, we were interested in knowing how many signals exceeded the median value 

(taken over the entire band) by 6 dB. This is addressed by the top chart in the figure 

below. 
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Fr6qLJ&rq (MHz] 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 

The bottom plot is a ratio of the amount of signals in each frequency bin which exceed the 

median by 6 dB to the total number of signals in the entire frequency band (70 MHz - 150 

MHz). This informs us as to the percentage of signals which exceed the median by 6 dB 

in each frequency bin and indicates the fractional occupancy. The median was calculated 

from the SFD values of the entire band. 

5.3.1 Minimum 

The plots below depict the minimum detectable spectral flux density using RFI Measure

ment System 2. As already pointed out, this forms the sensitivity of the system. From the 

graphs it can be seen that the baselines lie somewhere in the region of ± -204 dBW/m2/Hz 

and that for frequencies below 80 MHz, the plots tend to be uncorrelated with the SA SKA 

plot over-shooting the -200 dBW/m2/Hz mark at a frequency of 70 MHz and achieving a 

high of -178.9 dBW/m2/Hz at 102.5 MHz. This is in contrast to my plot which shows a 

SFD value of -202 dBW/m2/Hz at 70 MHz and a maximum SFD of -177.2 dBW/m2/Hz 

at 102.5 MHz. The reason for this uncorrelation has already been discussed in length in 

Section 5.1 above. For most of the graph, however, similarities can be observed and there 

is a tendency for the two graphs to follow each other. The minimum values curve was 

derived by determining the minimum SFD value found in each frequency bin and plotting 

this on a system of X -Y co-ordinates. What this implies therefore, is that the curve will 

not show any value higher than the maximum and consequently the curve will tend to 

assume a baseline. 
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Minimum -206.1 ·21XJ.6 -0.1 
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5.3.2 10 Percentile 
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Table 5.3: Stutistics: to f-'er('ent;l~ Vulues (Correialiun C(}eJiciml" 0.3121) 

Statistics Reproduced Actuul SA SKA' Plol DiJTcrenc~ 

Minimum -2(X),4 -206,6 ·0,2 

l\luximuIll -17<),1 -171\,9 ·0,2 

McJian -'O:U -203.') -0,(' 

Mean -20.U -'0-1.1 -0, 1( 

StanJard Devimion 1l,'!8'! 1 1,22'< 0.2349 
Rang~ 27 ,2.~ '27,66 0.4~ 

The baselines of the ubov~ two plOb closely m~tch that of the minimum val uc, plOb in 

';eclion 5 . .1 L Th~ repmccs,~d plots (lOp) for minimum and iO rer('entil~ ar~ almost 

similar (correlation coer.cienl" 0.3 121) with both plot' peaking at rounJ about - l77 
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Table 5.5: Slati:;!ic:; : :'1ean Values (C()(wlarwn ro e{ficient = 0.36-15) 

Statistics Reproduced Actual SA SKA Piol Dillcrence 
:'lillil11um -2(14:; -,0< -0.1 

~l aximul1l -1064 - IM.S - 1.0 

Median -202.2 -202.2 00 
:'lean ·202.2 -202.4 -0 .2 

S(Qncinrci Devi~tion 103'1') 1.&B 0.244 
Range 3S.07 39. 1:; l.OS 
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The averaging process has a tendency to shift the baseline and is usually biased towards 

the more dominant values. In otherwords, in a bin of ten values if there is more higher val

ues than lower values, the tendency is for the average to assume a higher value rather than 

a low value. This fact is consistent with the top graph which shows a more pronounced 

signal at 138 MHz. The table above shows us that there is a strong correlation ( corr = 
0.3645 ) between the two plots. 

5.3.4 Median 

In the median values graph below, the signal which was observable at frequency of 138 

MHz on the mean values graph is not observable on this plot. This is due to the nature 

of a median. The median is computed by first sorting the data values from smallest to 

highest and then considering either one middle value (if there is an odd number of data 

values) or by taking two middle values and dividing them by two (for even number of data 

values). The averaging effect gets rid of most of the spectral activity. The end result is a 

much smoother graph being obtained. This is in strong contrast to the maximum or the 

minimum plots where the actual values are considered and thus depicting more spectral 

activity. The plot below is consistent with what has been discussed. 
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5.J. tl Maximum 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 

in both cases. The baselines are once again quite pronounced at -200 dBW/m2/Hz for 

both graphs. The top plot that is generated by the author, however, displays far more 

spectral activity than that provided by the SA SKA team. Important question is why is 

there so much more spectral activity in the reprocessed top plot than the actual SA SKA 

(bottom) plot and why is there a new signal at 125 MHz which is not visible in any of the 

graphs. 

The maximum values plot is generated by considering and plotting the maximum value 

(only) found in each bin whereas for example in the mean curve, the average of all the 

values in the frequency bin are considered and this may shift the peak towards the more 

dominant values. It is also precisely for this reason that the reprocessed plot above exhibits 

more activity than the other plots. Based on this assessment it can be concluded therefore 

that the SA SKA plot was derived after some averaging had been affected. 

In the differences column, however, it can be seen that there is no difference between the 

minimum, maximum, mean and median values, even the range and standard deviation 

assume identical values. This is proof of the similarity of the two plots. However, the fact 

that the maximum plot of the SA SKA differs from that of the author in terms of spectral 

activity should be frowned upon. 

5.4 Considering the tolerances 

The manufacturer of equipment and components usually quote the levels that the com

ponents or equipment can tolerate. In RF metrology, it is best practice that components 

are not operated beyond these tolerances [60, 71]. The tolerances of the equipment and 

components making up RFI System 2 were considered and using Equation 2.16 the spec

tral flux densities for each unit of frequency were computed and a plot of Spectral Flux 

Density versus Frequency for a best case and worst case scenario was generated. The 

computation was done by writing a code in MATLAB. 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 

dBW/m2/Hz. which is between the -180 dBW/m2/Hz and -210 dBW/m2/Hz boundaries. 

Furthermore, the highest point of the SA SKA plot and the replicated plot do not exceed 

that of the worst case graph which is at approximately -125 dBW/m2/Hz .. What this con

firms, is the fact that the spectral flux densities were calculated to within the acceptable 

levels and that the technical competence of RFI System 2 was adequate for the purpose 

under discussion. 

5.5 Summary of Results 

Section 5.3 displays the spectral occupancy and fractional occupancy for signals exceed

ing the median by 6 dB's. In Section 5.2.1, a curve of coefficient of variation (cov) versus 

frequency is depicted (Figure 5.2). This tells us how the data is distributed about the mean 

in each frequency bin. Values away from the mean have higher cov than values closer to 

the mean. The cov values for frequencies of 95 MHz, 103 MHz, 106 MHz, 125 MHz and 

138 MHz are 44 %, 48.4 %, 45%, 32.5 % and 40% respectively. This tells us that the data 

in these frequency bins contain outliers of exceptionally high values and consequently the 

mean is strongly affected by these outcomes. Therefore, signals of high sfd (in the form 

of high spikes) should be observed at these frequencies. 

Table 5.13: Statistical Summary 

Graphs \ 95 MHz \102.5 MHz \106 MHz \125 MHz \138 MHz \ 

No. of Signals 99 300 299.5 < 20 
Fractional Occupancy 0.12 % 0.13 % 0.13 % 0.01 % 
Coefficient of Variation 44% 48.4 % 45 % 32.5 % 

Minimum Values (dBW/mL/Hz) - 182.5 -177.2 -179.5 -203.5 
10 Percentile ( dBW/mLIHz ) -183.5 -179.1 -180 -203.5 
Mean Values (dBW/mL/Hz) -172 -166.4 -168.9 -203 

Median Values (dBW/mLIHz) -172.9 -168 -166.3 -201.7 
90 Percentile Values ( dBW/mLIHz ) -155 -148 -148.3 -200 

Maximum Values (dBW/mLIHz) -152 -140.4 -142 -152 

From Table 5.13 above, it can be seen that frequency bin 102.5 MHz has the highest 

number of signals which exceed the global median (median for the entire frequency band) 

by 6 dB. In fact all 300 signals exceed the median by 6 decibels. This corresponds to 0.13 

% of the total number of signals in the entire band. Furthermore, this frequency bin has 

the highest dispersion about the mean (48.4 %) meaning that it has the highest number 

of outliers and therefore it can be expected that the outliers will effect the mean. This 

fact is confirmed by the fact that the maximum sfd of -140.4 dBW/m2/Hz occurs in this 

frequency bin. 

100 
0.035 % 

40% 
-203.5 
-203.5 
-193.5 
-201 
-171 
-162 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 

From the tabulation of sfd values in the table above, it can be seen that the spike at fre

quency 125 MHz is only distinguishable in the Maximum Values graph. This is because 

the number of signals exceeding the median by 6 dB are low, less than 20 whilst at the 

same time they assume high sfd values ( cov = 32.5 %). This causes the more dom

inant values to prevail, thus pushing the baseline. Similarly, the signal at 138 MHz, is 

observable in the mean values graph and the 90 percentile and maximum values graphs. 

5.6 Significance of Results 

Our results showed that: 

1. The plots of spectral flux density versus frequency as derived by the SA SKA team 

are similar (if not identical) to that independently processed by the author using 

MATLAB and that strong correlation exists between these curves. In areas where 

differences were observed, reasons for the differences were adequately explained. 

2. The SA SKA graphs and the graphs replicated by the author using MATLAB were 

within their tolerance limits and that RFI System 2 operated as expected for the 

frequency range 80 MHz to 150 MHz. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

Nothing best summarises the overall goal of my dissertation than the way the title does, 

"A study of the South African SKA Radio Frequency Measurement System". The emphasis 

being on the phrase, "a study". 

I have thoroughly scrutinized the work of the SA SKA team, beginning first with at

tempting to gain an advanced level of understanding of the "SKA Protocol"; followed by 

looking at the deployment of the RFI Measurement Systems in South Africa and look

ing at the processes and procedures that were used to arrive at their findings and finally 

analyzing a sample of their data and comparing their results to my own work. 

In order for me to have arrived at this advanced level of understanding of this work, I 

have had to perform a vast amount of literature research, review and study. Proof of 

this is contained in Chapter 2 (Literature Review) and the vast amount of study material, 

reading material and scholarly publications that was consulted and is referenced in the 

bibliography. 

I am convinced that the key goal of my research (that of developing a competence in 

the way scanning receivers work by studying the South African SKA Radio Frequency 

Measurement Systems) has been achieved. 

6.1 Summary 

In Chapter 2 a detailed discussion surrounding RF theory was discussed. It was found 

that in RF metrology the Electromagnetic and Power levels (dBm) are usually used as key 

indicators of signal strength which is in sharp contrast to the SKA measurement campaign 

where Spectral Flux Density (dBW/m2/Hz) was used. One of the reasons is because the 

sfd shows the density per unit frequency. This is significant as it shows density of power 

at each frequency. 

In Chapter 2, we also discussed the issue of Electromagnetic Compatibility and Electro

magnetic Interference; taking care not forgetting to mention the sources of such EM!. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 

The RFI system was prone to EMI and numerous tests and shielding techniques were 

employed by the SA SKA team and external consultants. It was observed during this 

study that although preventative EMI shielding measures were affected, this was done 

after the system had been built and only when unknown EMI signals were encountered. 

This proved that the system was not built and designed with the issue of EMC in mind. 

Evidence of this neglect is in the intensity with which screening techniques were con

ducted after system construction had been performed. According to Kodali (1996)[15], 

"overall equipment or system design and construction practices are important in minimiz

ing EMI as postfacto remedial measures by way of EMI fixes are costly, unscientific and 

non-engineering approaches". 

The "SA SKA Protocol" was critically analysed, reviewed and studied in greater depth 

and a summary of the key technical areas and major deliverables required were provided 

in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4, dealt with deployment of the the RFI Measurement Systems in South Africa. 

A complete audit of the components was conducted. After careful scrutiny of the manu

facturers data sheets, it was found that the R&S HL033 Log-Periodic antenna used in the 

development of the system, had an operational frequency range of 80 MHz - 2 GHz. It 

was further shown that using this antenna to measure sfd for frequencies below 80 MHz 

introduced some flaws to the data. According to Rohde & Bucher[30][page 45], "the ca

pabilities of a receiver are best appreciated from its electrical specifications". Keeping to 

technical specifications in design, is one of the hallmarks of electrical engineering. 

Also in Chapter 4, the RFI System 2 was shown and a detailed discussion surrounding the 

transfer of data from the spectrum analyzer to the computer was mounted. The method 

used to process this data was also discussed in detail. The formulea that were utilized 

to calculate the sfd were defined. Once the data processing method were known, the 

data was analysed and the results documented in Chapter 5. It was found that the SA 

SKA (Spectral Flux Density versus Frequency) graphs were closely correlated with that 

of the author and that the sfd values of the graph of the SA SKA lie within the acceptable 

tolerance levels as published in the manufacturers data sheets 

6.2 Inference 

The objectives of this project were documented in Chapter 1. In the summary above I 

have discussed how I achieved these objectives and what my major findings were. From 

the above summary, it can be inferred that: 

1. The objectives of this dissertation have been met. 

2. With the exception of the minor discrepencies and anomalies already discussed, the 

work of the SA SKA team was in line with and conformed to the major technical 
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requirements of the SKA Protocol. 
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Appendix A 

Flexible Image Transport System 

The table below lists all the files that were used in the analysis. 

Table A.I: List of data files used in the analysis 
File Name 

200S-11-24_19-48-46_S2_MI_RFI-K3_70-IS0_ V _P1.fits 
200S-11-2S_00-00-SI_S2_MI_RFI-K3_70-IS0_ V _P2.fits 
200S-11-2S_04-14-0S_S2_MI_RFI-K3_70-IS0_ V _P3.fits 
200S-11-2S_08-28-01_S2_MI_RFI-K3_70-IS0_H_P3.fits 
200S-11-2S_12-39-46_S2_MI_RFI-K3_70-IS0_H_P2.fits 
200S-11-2S_16-SI-0S_S2_MI_RFI-K3_70-1S0_H_Pl.fits 
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Appendix B 

Components of RFI System 2 

The tables below lists some of the components used in the development of RFI System 2 

as taken from the respective Manufacturers Data Sheets. 

Table B.I: Various Amplifiers used in RFI System 2 Construction 
Description I Frequency I Gain (dB) I Gain Flatness I 

LNA (AFS4-00100600-13-lOP-4) 0.1 - 6 36 ±3.0 dB 
LNA (JS4-06001800-16-lOA) 6 - 18 34 ±2.0 dB 

LNA (JS-18002600-19-8P) 18 - 26 35 ±1.5 dB 
LNA (AFS2-00101200-25-8P-2) 0.1 - 12 14 ±1.5 dB 

Table B.2: Various components making up the RF Assembly (from [53, 54, 55, 56, 27, 
17,57] 
I Description Frequency I Gain (dB I dBi) I 

Oscillator 12 GHz N/A 
Local Oscillator 18 GHz N/A 

Mixer (x2) (DM0818LWl) 5 - 20 GHz 9 (max) 
High Pass Filter 18 GHz N/A 
High Pass Filter 12 GHz N/A 

Agilent Noise Source (346C) 10 MHz - 26.5 GHz N/A 
DPDT Coaxial Transfer switches (x2) DC - 26.5 GHz ±(0.2 - 0.7) 
Narda Coaxial I-pole-2 throw switch N/A N/A 

Narda SEM143D I-pole-4 throw switch DC - 18 GHz ±(0.2 - 0.5) 
Log-Periodic Antenna R&S HL 033 0.080 - 2 GHz 5.5-7.5 
Log-Periodic Antenna R&S HL 050 0.851 - 26.5 GHz 8-9 

Huber+Suhner Sucoftex_l 04 RF Cable 0.01 - 26.5 GHz ±(0.02-1.37)dB/m 
Agilent 8563EC Spectrum Analyser 9 kHz - 26.5 GHz N/A 
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Appendix C 

Formula Derivation 

We know that P = !SAB[27] 

Since A = J and A = ~~2 and by re-arranging we have: 

S = 2P = 87rPf2 
AB GBe2 

Taking the logs of both side: 

1OlogS = 101og87r + 1OlogP + 20logf - 10IogG - 20loge - 1010gB 

1OlogS = 101og87r + P[dBW] + 20logf - G[dB]- 201og(3 x 108) - 1010gB 

10logS = 14.002 + P[dBW] + 2010gf - 1OlogG - 169.542 - 1010gB 

10logS = P[dBW] + 2010gf - G[dB]- 1010gB - 155.540 

1OlogS = P[dBW] +201og C~6 x 106) - G[dB]-I01og C~3 x 103
) -155.540 

Recall that 20log C~6 x 106
) = 20Iog(fMHz) +201og (106) and -lOlog C~3 x 103

) = 

-lOlog (BKHJ - 1010g (103) 

1OlogS = P[dBW] +201og (fMHz) + 120- G[dB]- 1Olog (BKHJ - 30-155.540 1OlogS = 
P[dBW] + 20log (fMHz) - G[dB]- 1Olog (BKHz) - 65.54 

Since dBW = dBm - 30, we have: 

10logS = P[dBm]- 30+ 20log (fMHz) - G[dB]- 10log (BKHJ - 65.54 

This leaves us with: 

S[dBW 1m2 1Hz] = P[dBm] +201og (fMHz) - G[dB]- 1Olog (BKHJ - 95.54 
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Appendix D 

K-Factor Values of Antenna HL033 

Figure D. I: AnlellllJ bclor VJ lue' of In., RkS HLO_,_, Log_ Periodic- Broadhand 
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Appendix E 

Matlab Generated Code 

%THIS PROGRAM READS THE RAW RFI DATA AND CALCULATES THE MEDIAN VALUES. 
%IT THEN WRITES THESE VALUES TO VARIOUS FILES. 
clear all; 
close all; 
counter=l; 
n=l; 
int32 i; 
i=l; 
int32 j; 
%%%%%%%%%%%r$o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~~%%%%%%%~~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%READING FROM FILES 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~~~%%%%%%%%%r$o%%%%%%%%%r$o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[scan1_VP1 scan2_VP1 scan3_vP1 scan4_vp1 scan5_vp1]=textreadC'2005-11-24_19-48-
46_s2_M1_RFI-K3_70-150_V_P1.txt', '%f %f %f %f %f'); 
[scan1_vp2 scan2_vp2 scan3_vp2 scan4_vp2 scan5_vp2]=textreadC'2005-11-25_00-00-
51_S2_M1_RFI-K3_70-150_V_p2.txt' ,'%f %f %f %f %f'); 
[scan1_vp3 scan2_vp3 scan3_vp3 scan4_VP3 scan5_vP3]=textreadC'2005-11-25_04-14-
05_S2_M1_RFI-K3_70-1S0_V_p3.txt', '%f %f %f %f %f'); 
[scan1_HP3 scan2_HP3 scan3_HP3 scan4_HP3 scan5_HP3]=textreadC'200S-11-2S_08-28-
Ol_S2_M1_RFI-K3_70-1S0_H_P3.txt' ,'%f %f %f %f %f'); 
[scan1_HP2 scan2_HP2 scan3_HP2 scan4_HP2 scanS_HP2]=textreadC'2005-11-2S_12-39-
46_S2_M1_RFI-K3_70-1S0_H_p2.txt', '%f %f %f %f %f'); 
[scan1_HP1 scan2_HP1 scan3_HP1 scan4_HP1 scan5_HP1]=textreadC'200S-11-2S_16-51-
OS_S2_M1_RFI-K3_70-1S0_H_P1.txt' , '%f %f %f %f %f'); 

r$o%%%%%%%%%%%~~%%~~%%%%%%%%%~~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~~%%%%%%%%%%% 
for n=1:26744; 
int32 k; 
int32 counter; 
int32 counter1; 

real power101; 
real power102; 

k=l; 
j=l; 

%%r$o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CREATES AN ARRAY CALLED Z 
%%%%r$o%~~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
while j<=lO; 

zlCj)= scan1_vp1Ci); 
z2Cj)= scan2_vp1Ci); 
z3Cj)=scan3_VP1Ci); 
z4CJ)=scan4_vp1Ci); 
zSCj)=scanS_vP1Ci); 
z6Cj)=scan1_vP2Ci); 
z7CJ)=scan2_vP2Ci); 
z8Cj)=scan3_VP2Ci); 
z9(J)=scan4_vp2(i); 
zlO(j)=scan5_VP2(i) 
zllCJ)=scan1_vP3Ci) 
z12Cj)=scan2_vP3Ci) 
z13C~)=scan3_vP3Ci) 
z14C~)=scan4_VP3Ci) 
z15C~)=scanS_VP3Ci) 
z16(~)=scan1_HP1Ci) 
z17C~)=scan2_HP1Ci) 
z18C~)=scan3_HP1Ci) 
z19CJ)=scan4_HP1Ci) 
z20Cj)=scanS_HP1(i) 
z21C~)=scan1_HP2Ci) 
z22CJ)=scan2_HP2(i) 
z23(j)=scan3_HP2Ci) 
z24C~)=scan4_HP2Ci) 
z2SC~)=scanS_HP2Ci) 
z26(J)=scan1_HP3Ci) 
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB GENERATED CODE 

z27(j)=scan2_HP3(i); 
z28(~)=scan3_HP3(i); 
z29(~)=scan4_HP3(i); 
z30(J)=scanS_HP3(i); 
j=j+1; 
1=1+1; 

end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~h%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~h%%%%%%%%%r~%%%%%%% 
%STATS 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~h%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%r~%%%% 
sort(zl); 
sort(z2); 
sort(z3); 
sort(z4); 
sort(zS); 
sort(z6); 
sort(z7) ; 
sort(z8) ; 
sort(z9); 
sort(zlO); 
sort(zll) ; 
sort(z12); 
sort(z13) ; 
sort(z14); 
sort(zlS) ; 
sort(z16); 
sort(z17) ; 
sort(z18); 
sort(z19); 
sort(z20); 
sort(z21) ; 
sort(z22) ; 
sort(z23) ; 
sort(z24); 
sort(z2S); 
sort(z26); 
sort(z27) ; 
sort(z28); 
sort(z29) ; 
sort(z30); 
median_value_z1(counter)=(median(zl))/6-100-10; 
median_value_z2(counter)=(median(z2))/6-100-10; 
median_value_z3(counter)=(median(z3))/6-100-10; 
median_value_z4(counter)=(median(z4))/6-100-10; 
median_value_zS(counter)=(median(zS))/6-100-10; 
median_value_z6(counter)=(median(z6))/6-100-10; 
median_value_z7(counter)=(median(z7))/6-100-10; 
median_value_z8(counter)=(median(z8))/6-100-10; 
median_value_z9(counter)=(median(z9))/6-100-10; 
median_value_z10(counter)=(median(zlO))/6-100-10 
median_value_z11(counter)=(median(zll))/6-100-10 
median_value_z12(counter)=(median(z12))/6-100-10 
median_value_z13(counter)=(median(z13))/6-100-10 
median_value_z14(counter)=(median(z14))/6-100-10 
median_value_z1S(counter)=(median(zlS))/6-100-10 
median_value_z16(counter)=(median(z16))/6-100-10 
median_value_z17(counter)=(median(z17))/6-100-10 
median_value_z18(counter)=(median(z18))/6-100-10 
median_value_z19(counter)=(median(z19))/6-100-10 
median_value_z20(counter)=(median(z20))/6-100-10 
median_value_z21(counter)=(median(z21))/6-100-10 
median_value_z22(counter)=(median(z22))/6-100-10 
median_value_z23(counter)=(median(z23))/6-100-10 
median_value_z24(counter)=(median(z24))/6-100-10 
median_value_z2S(counter)=(median(z2S))/6-100-10 
medi an_val ue_z26(counter)=(median(z26))/6-100-10 
median_value_z27(counter)=(median(z27))/6-100-10 
median_value_z28(counter)=(median(z28))/6-100-10 
median_value_z29(counter)=(median(z29))/6-100-10 
medi an_val ue_z30(counter)=(median(z30))/6-100-10 

counter=counter+l; 
end 

for k=1:26744; 
amedian_value_z1= median_value_z1(k); 
bmedian_value_z2=median_value_z2(k); 
cmedian_value_z3=median_value_z3(k); 
dmedian_value_z4=median_value_z4(k); 
emedian_value_zS=median_value_zS(k); 
fmedian_value_z6=median_value_z6(k); 
gmedian_value_z7=median_value_z7(k); 
hmedian_value_z8=median_value_z8(k); 
imedian_value_z9=median_value_z9(k); 
jmedian_value_z10=median_value_z10(k) 
kmedian_value_z11=median_value_z11(k) 
lmedian_value_z12=median_value_z12(k) 
mmedian_value_z13=median_value_z13(k) 
nmedian_value_z14=median_value_z14(k) 
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB GENERATED CODE 

omedian_value_zlS=median_value_zlSCk); 
pmedian_value_z16=median_value_z16Ck); 
qmedian_value_z17=median_value_z17Ck); 
rmedian_value_z18=median_value_z18Ck); 
smedian_value_z19=median_value_z19Ck); 
tmedian_value_z20=median_value_z20Ck); 
umedian_value_z21=median_value_z21Ck); 
wmedian_value_z22=median_value_z22Ck); 
xmedian_value_z23=median_value_z23Ck); 
ymedian_value_z24=median_value_z24Ck); 
zmedian_value_z2S=median_value_z2SCk); 
aamedian_value_z26=median_value_z26Ck); 
bbmedian_value_z27=median_value_z27Ck); 
ccmedian_value_z28=median_value_z28Ck); 
ddmedian_value_z29=median_value_z29Ck); 
eemedian_value_z30=median_value_z30Ck);; 

'XfYo%%%%%"JM,%%'XfYo'XfYo'XfYo'XfYo'XfYo%%%'Yo%%%'XfYo%%%%'XfYo%"JM,%%'XfYo'XfYo'XfYo%"JM,%%%%%%%%'XfYo'XfYo'XfYo'XfYo%%%%%%%'XfYo%%'XfYo% 
dlmwri teC 'amedi an_val ue_zl_v. txt , , amedian_value_z1, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'bmedian_value_z2_v.txt', bmedian_val ue_z2, 'delimiter', 
'\t' ,'precision', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'cmedian_value_z3_v.txt', cmedian_val ue_z3, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'dmedian_value_z4_v.txt', dmedian_value_z4, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'emedian_value_zS_v.txt', emedian_val ue_zS, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'fmedian_value_z6_v.txt', fmedian_value_z6, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'~median_value_z7_v.txt', gmedian_val ue_z7, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'preclsion', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'hmedian_value_z8_v.txt', hmedi an_val ue_z8 , 'delimiter', 
'\t' ,'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'imedian_value_z9_v.txt', imedian_value_z9, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'jmedian_value_zlO_v.txt', jmedian_value_z10, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'preclsion', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'kmedian_value_zl~v.txt', kmedian_value_z11, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'lmedian_value_z12_v.txt', lmedian_val ue_z12 , 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'mmedian_value_z13_v.txt', mmedi an_val ue_z13 , 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'nmedian_value_z14_v.txt', nmedian_value_z14, 'delimiter', 
'\t' ,'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'omedian_value_z1S_v.txt', omedi an_val ue_zlS , 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'pmedian_value_z16_H.txt', pmedian_value_z16, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'qmedian_value_z17_H.txt', qmedian_val ue_z17, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'rmedian_value_z18_H.txt', rmedi an_val ue_z18 , 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'smedian_value_z19_H.txt', smedian_value_z19, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'tmedian_value_z20_H.txt', tmedi an_val ue_z20, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'umedian_value_z21_H.txt', umedian_value_z21, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'wmedian_value_z22_H.txt', wmedian_val ue_z22, 'delimiter', 
'\t' ,'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'xmedian_value_z23_H.txt', xmedian_value_z23, 'delimiter' , 
'\t', 'precision', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'ymedian_value_z24_H.txt', ymedian_value_z24, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'zmedian_value_z2S_H.txt', zmedian_val ue_z2S, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9,'-append'); 
dlmwriteC'aamedian_value_z26_H.txt', aamedian_value_z26, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'bbmedian_value_z27_H.txt', bbmedian_value_z27, 'delimiter', 
'\t' ,'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'ccmedian_value_z28_H.txt', ccmedian_val ue_z28, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'ddmedian_value_z29_H.txt', ddmedian_value_z29, 'delimiter', 
'\t' ,'precision', 9, '-append'); 
dlmwriteC'eemedian_value_z30_H.txt', eemedian_value_z30, 'delimiter', 
'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append'); 
end; 
clear cent_freq; 
clear all; 

%THIS PROGRAM TAKES THE MEDIAN VALUES CALCULATED IN THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM AND 
%CALCULATES THE MEAN, MEDIAN, 10 PERCENTILE, 90 PERCENTILE AND MAXIMUM. 
%IT THAN PLOTS THE GRAPHS OF SEPCTRAL FLUX DENSITY VERSUS FREQUENCY. 
%%'YO%%%%'Yo%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~Io%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear all; 
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB GENERATED CODE 

close all; 
int3Z n; 
cycle=l; 
%%%%%%%%rO%%%%%%%%%%%%%~h%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~h%%%%%r~%%%%%%%rO%%%%%%%%%~h%%%%%%%%%% 
%SA SKA PLOT GENERATOR 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%rO%%%%r~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[freq m~val nityp avr9val tenpval mival 
sensitivityJ=textreadC rfi_plotO.txt', '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f'); 

for cycle=1:Z6668; 
max_valCcycle)=ma_valCcycle); 
nintypCcycle)=nitypCcycle); 
averageCcycle)=avrgvalCcycle); 
tenpCcycle)=tenpvalCcycle); 
minvalCcycle)=mivalCcycle); 
frequencyCcycle)=freqCcycle); 

end; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~h~h%%%%%r~O%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%rO%%%%%%%%%%~h%%%%% 
%READING FROM FILES 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%rO%%%rO%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%rO%%%%%%%%~h% 
[scan1_vPJ=textreadC'amedian_value_z1_V.txt', '%f'); 
[scanZ_vpJ=textreadC 'bmedi an_val ue_zZ_v. txt' ,'%f'); 
[scan3_vpJ=textreadC'cmedian_value_z3_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan4_vpJ=textreadC'dmedian_val ue_z4_v. txt' ,'%f'); 
[scans_vpJ=textreadC'emedian_val ue_zs_v. txt' ,'%f'); 
[scan6_vpJ=textreadC'fmedian_value_z6_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan7_vpJ=textreadC'gmedian_value_z7_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan8_vpJ=textreadC'hmedian_value_z8_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan9_vpJ=textreadC'imedian_value_z9_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan10_vpJ=textreadC'jmedian_value_z10_v.txt' ,'%f'); 
[scan11_vpJ=textreadC'kmedian_value_z11_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan1Z_vpJ=textreadC'lmedian_value_z1Z_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan13_vpJ=textreadC'mmedian_value_z13_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan14_vpJ=textreadC'nmedian_value_z14_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan1s_vpJ=textreadC'omedian_value_z1s_v.txt', '%f'); 
[scan1_HPJ=textreadC'pmedian_val ue_z16_H. txt' ,'%f'); 
[scanZ_HPJ=textreadC'qmedian_value_z17_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scan3_HPJ=textreadC'rmedian_value_z18_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scan4_HpJ=textreadC'smedian_value_z19_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scans_HPJ=textreadC'tmedian_val ue_z20_H. txt' ,'%f'); 
[scan6_HPJ=textreadC'umedian_value_zZ1_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scan7_HPJ=textreadC 'wmedian_value_zZZ_H. txt' ,'%f'); 
[scan8_HPJ=textreadC'xmedian_value_zZ3_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scan9_HPJ=textreadC 'ymedi an_val ue_zZ4_H. txt' ,'%f'); 
[scan10_HpJ=textreadC'zmedian_value_zZs_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scan11_HPJ=textreadC 'aamedi an_val ue_zZ6_H. txt' ,'%f'); 
[scan1Z_HPJ=textreadC'bbmedian_value_zZ7_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scan13_HpJ=textreadC'ccmedian_value_zZ8_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scan14_HPJ=textreadC'ddmedian_value_zZ9_H.txt', '%f'); 
[scan1s_HPJ=textreadC'eemedian_value_z30_H.txt', '%f'); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%rO%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% DECLARATION BLOCK 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
spectrum_analyzer_uncertainty = 0; 

Losses_sucoflex_cable=11.37; 
sucoflex_cable_uncertainty = 0.1; 
Losses_sucoflex_cable_plus_uncertainty = Losses_sucoflex_cable + 
sucoflex_cable_uncertainty; 
Losses_sucoflex_cable_minus_uncertainty = Losses_sucoflex_cable -
sucoflex_cable_uncertainty; 

uncertainty_of_14_dB_amp = 1.5; 
Gain_14_dB_amp = 14; 
Gain_14_dB_amp_plus_uncertainty = Gain_14_dB_amp + uncertainty_of_14_dB_amp; 
Gain_14_dB_amp_minus_uncertainty = Gain_14_dB_amp - uncertainty_of_14_dB_amp; 

uncertainty_of_36_dB_amp = 3; 
Gain_36_dB_amp = 40.3; 
Gain_36_dB_amp_plus_uncertainty = Gain_36_dB_amp + uncertainty_of_36_dB_amp; 
Gain_36_dB_amp_minus_uncertainty = Gain_36_dB_amp - uncertainty_of_36_dB_amp; 

uncertainty_of_switch_s1 = 0.1; 
Losses_51_switch = 0.2; 
Losses_s1_switch_plus_uncertainty = Losses_51_switch + uncertainty_of_switch_s1; 
Losses_s1_switch_minus_uncertainty = Losses_51_switch -
uncertainty_of_switch_s1; 

uncertainty_of_switch_s4 = 0.1; 
Losses_54_switch = O.Z; 
Losses_s4_switch_plus_uncertainty = Losses_54_switch + uncertainty_of_switch_s4; 
Losses_s4_switch_minus_uncertainty = Losses_54_switch -
uncertainty_of_switch_s4; 

Total_sys_gain=s6; 
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB GENERATED CODE 

subscan = 1800000; 
datLpoints=601; 
RBW = subscan/datLpoints; 
RBW_MHz=RBW/1000000; 
RBW_kHZ=3; 
c = 300000000; 
%%%%rri%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%rri%%%%%~h%%%%%%%%%%%rri%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
int32 i; 
i nt j; 
int32 counter; 
int32 counter1; 
j=l; 
counter1=1; 
counter=l; 

for i=1:26744; 
n=i; 

if n<2; 
f MHZ=70· 

elseif n>2 ' 
f_MHZ=70.000000+((n-1)*RBW_MHZ); 

else 
f_MHZ=70+RBW_MHZ; 

end 
cent_freq(counter)=f_MHZ; 

if LMHz < 80; 
Antenna_uncertainty=O.l; 
Gain_antenna =(f_MHz-70)*0.6s; 
Gain_antennLplus_uncertainty = Gain_antenna + Antenna_uncertainty; 
Gain_antenna_minus_uncertainty= Gain_antenna - Antenna_uncertainty; 

else 
Gain_antenna = 6.5; 

end 

Total_sys_gain1=s6.s; 

spectral_flux_dBm1_VP1= scan1_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9s.s4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(10*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm1_vP=spectral_flux_dBm1_vP1-Total_syS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm1_vP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm2_vP1= scan2_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9s.s4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(10*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm2_vP=spectral_flux_dBm2_vP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm2_vP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=j+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm3_vP1= scan3_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9s.s4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(10*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm3_vP=spectral_flux_dBm3_vP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm3_vp/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
J=J+1; 

spectral_flux-dBm4_vp1= scan4_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9s.s4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(10*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm4_vP=spectral_flux_dBm4_vP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm1_vp/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBms_vP1= scans_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9s.s4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(10*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBms_vP=spectral_flux_dBms_vP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBms_vP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=j+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm6_vp1= scan6_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9s.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(10*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm6_vP=spectral_flux_dBm6_vP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm6_vP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=j+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm7_vp1= scan7_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9s.s4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(10*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm7_vP=spectral_flux_dBm7_vP1-Total_syS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm7_vp/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=J+1; 
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB GENERATED CODE 

spectral_flux_dBmB_vP1= scanB_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHz)); 

spectral_flux_dBmB_VP=spectral_flux_dBmB_VP1-Total_SYS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBmB_vP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
J=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm9_vP1= scan9_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm9_vP=spectral_flux_dBm9_vP1-Total_SYS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm9_vP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=j+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm10_VP1= scan10_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm10_VP=spectral_flux_dBm10_VP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm10_vP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm11_VP1= scan11_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm11_VP=spectral_flux_dBm1-VP1-Total_SYS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm11_VP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm12_vp1= scan12_Vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm12_VP=spectral_flux_dBm12_vP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm12_VP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm13_vP1= scan13_Vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm13_vP=spectral_flux_dBm13_vP1-Total_sYs_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm13_vP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
J=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm14_vp1= scan14_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm14_VP=spectral_flux_dBm14_VP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm14_VP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
J=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm1S_VP1= scan1S_vp(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm1S_VP=spectral_flux_dBm1S_VP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm1S_VP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=j+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm1_HP1= scan1_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm1_HP=spectral_flux_dBm1_HP1-Total_sys_gain1; 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm1_HP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm2_HP1= scan2_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm2_HP=spectral_flux_dBm2_HP1-Total_sys_gain1; 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm2_HP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
J=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm3_HP1= scan3_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm3_HP=spectral_flux_dBm3_HP1-Total_SYS_gain1; 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm3_HP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=)+l; 

spectral_flux_dBm4_HP1= scan4_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm4_HP=spectral_flux_dBm4_HP1-Total_syS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm4_HP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
j=J+1; 

spectral_flux_dBmS_HP1= scanS_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
9S.S4+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBmS_HP=spectral_flux_dBmS_HP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBmS_HP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO, power1); 
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB GENERATED CODE 

j=j+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm6_HP1= scan6_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f~HZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm6_HP=spectral_flux_dBm6_HP1-Total_SYS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm6_HP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
]=]+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm7_HP1= scan7_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm7_HP=spectral_flux_dBm7_HP1-Total_syS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm7_HP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
]=]+1; 

spectral_flux_dBmB_HP1= scanB_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBmB_HP=spectral_flux_dBmB_HP1-Total_SYS_gain1; 
power1=spectral_flux-dBmB_HP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
j=]+l; 

spectral_flux_dBm9_HP1= scan9_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm9_HP=spectral_flux_dBm9_HP1-Total_SYS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm9_HP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
]=]+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm10_HP1= scan10_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm10_HP=spectral_flux_dBm10_HP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm10_HP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
]=]+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm11_HP1= scan11_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm11_HP=spectral_flux_dBm11_HP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm11_HP/10; 
z(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
j=j+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm12_HP1= scan12_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm12_HP=spectral_flux_dBm12_HP1-Total_SYS_gain1; 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm12_HP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
]=]+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm13_HP1= scan13_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm13_HP=spectral_flux_dBm13_HP1-Total_sYS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm13_HP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
]=]+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm14_HP1= scan14_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95.54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm14_HP=spectral_flux_dBm14_HP1-Total_sys_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm14_HP/10; 
~(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
]=]+1; 

spectral_flux_dBm15_HP1= scan15_HP(i) - Gain_antenna-
95. 54+(20*loglO(f_MHZ))-(lO*loglO(RBW_kHZ)); 

spectral_flux_dBm15_HP=spectral_flux_dBm15_HP1-Total_sYS_gain1 
power1=spectral_flux_dBm15_HP/10; 

j=l; 

~(j)=realpow(lO. power1); 
]=]+1; 

sort(z) ; 

mean_values_spec(i)=lO*loglO(mean(z)); 
tenth_percentile_spec(i)=lO*loglO(prctile(z.lO)); 
ninety_percentile_spec(i)=lO*loglO(prctile(z.90)); 
ninety_percentile_spec_linear(i)=(prctile(z.90)); 
max_value_spec(i)=lO*loglO(max(z)); 
min_value_spec(i)=lO*loglO(min(z)); 
median_value_spec(i)=lO*loglO(median(z)); 

counter=counter+1; 

end 

cownt=l; 
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB GENERATED CODE 

for cownt=1:26668; 
min_value_spec1=min_value_specCcownt); 
dlmwriteC'min_value_spec2.txt', min_value_spec1, 'delimiter', 

'\t', 'precision', 9, '-append') 

ninetea_pCcownt)=min_value_specCcownt); 
end 

correlation_coeff = corrcoefCninete~p,minval) 
cent_freq; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%r~%%r~%%%%r~%r~%%%%%%% 
%PLOTTING GRAPHS 
%%%%%%%%%%%~~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%r~%%%%%%%~~%%%%%r~%%%%%%%%%r~%%%%%%% 
subplotC2,1,1); 
plot 
Ccent_freq,min_value_spec);%max_value_spec,cent_freq,ninety_percentile_spec,cent 
_freq,mean_values_spec,cent_freq,tenth_percentile_spec,cent_freq,min_value_spec) 
;%,cent_freq,median_value_spec); 
ylabelC'Spectral Flux Density [dBw/m A2/Hz] '); 
legendC'90 percentile');%, 'Max', '90%' ,'10%', 'Min'); 
titleC'spectral Flux Density vs Frequency'); 
Grid on; 

subplotC2,1,2); 
plot 
Cfrequency,minval);%max_val,frequency,nintYP,frequency,average,frequency,tenp,fr 
equency,minval) 
xlabelC'Frequency [MHZ]'); 
legendC'90 percentile');%, 'Max', 'Mean', '10%', 'Min'); 
gnd on; 

clear cent_freq; 
clear all; 

correlation_coeff = 
1.0000 0.3020 
0.3020 1.0000C 

: \U4TLAB7\ toolbox\matlab\graph2d\grid.m. 
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